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AUTOIGNITIONCHARACTERISTICSOFAIRCRAFT-TYPEFUELS

LouisJ. Spadaccinl

John A. TeVelde

SUMMARY

An applied research program was undertaken to evaluate the autoignition

characteristics of five liquid hydrocarbon fuels in air over ranges of air

temperature_ pressure and equivalence ratio appropriate to advanced aircraft

gas turbine engines. Ignition delay times were measured using a continuous

flow test apparatus which permitted independent variation and evaluation of the

effect of temperature, pressure, flow rate and fuel/air ratio on ignition delay

time. Since the generation of a uniform mixture is a prerequisite for tlle

evaluation of the importance of fuel/air ratio, techniques for obtaining rapid

w_porization and mixing with a minimum flow disturbance were also studied and

several candidate fuel injL,,:tors were fabricated and evaluated. The most

durable of these injectors, a multiple conical tube configuration consisting of

nineteen parallel venturi elements with independent fuel control to each

element was used for most of the testing, although nearly uniform fuel-air

mixture distributions were also obtained with a more fragile, distributed

source strut-type injector, bteasurements of the spray distribution produced by

candidate injectors were made by isokineticalty sampling the flow at reduced

temperatures with water inject ion.

Parametric tests to map the ignition delay characteristics of Jet-A, JP-4,

No. 2 diesel, cetane and an experimental referee broad specification (ERBS)

fuel were conducted at pressures of lO, [5, 20, 25 and 30 aim, inlet air

temperatures up to lO00K and fuel-air equivalence ratios of 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and

l.O. Ignition delay t lines in the range of 1 to 50 msec at freestream flow

velocities ranging from 20 to lO0 m/set were obtained. In accord with classical

chemical kinetics, the ignition delay times for all fuels tested appeared to

correlate with the inverse of pressure m_d the inverse exponent of temperature;

viz:

T = A exp (E_)
P--=g_ RT

In general, the data were very repeatable. With the exception of pure

cetane, which had the shortest ignltion delay times, the differences between the



I N'I'R_,ll)[II. l' iON

Studit's of l,,w-e.lis.sion ¢_)nlbuslor COh,.'f_ptS l,.r advanced ga_ turbine engines

havc indlcmed th,it |eall ¢ollibltst iOll el prevaporiz,-d/premixed fuels is a mosL

pr,)Lui..,iug apl)r,)ach lor rt, dticill B Nil x l.?miS,'_,ioi'IS, However) an intrinsic problem

to bc treated in tile th,sigu el prew|imrizing/preulixing ¢oi|ibuslors is tile

pot_,ni ill tor irtadvertent autoignition el tile fuel-air mi×lme prior to injection

int,) the primary ¢ol_l)u:_t i,)n zone. In this context, the high combustor inlet_

t elliIR'r._II tires and pro_sLir_,s ast.;oc tat ed w i t 11 advanc,,d yas ttlrb ino oilg iuc.s can

t,a.._ily promote ignition and flame stabilization i._ premixing passages, if tilt,

reside,rice time is :_ufficiently long. i;ons,_quently, mixing and val)ot-ization

ulust he conll_l_,ted lapidly, In addit i¢_:, although tilt, spont:|ueous ignition

cbarot'/._..rist its _I hyd/-oc_irboll _ll_,[s ill ;l!r h_lvt, bet,,1 a subject of invest il, at iOIl

for IIl,:lily years, none cf tilt, pl'eViOtlr4 [:lvc,':tigators has beeil SlAtceSS[II[ ill

is,_lat ill[', and evalu..lt ing t,:lch ,)f the expt'l ill:ental variabh_s ill a controlled

lUtluner over t-altgt, s of condit ious representative of Lhoso encountered in advanced

gas turbine engint,s. Thus, the exist lug body of autoignit ton data does not

pertuit a sat ist:wtoty quatlt itative evaluation of the presumed effects of all

tilt" control 1.ing paramt, t ers.

'I'here[orc, ,m appl ied research program was tmdertaken to design and develop

a critical expeviulent capable of deternlining the autoignition characteristics of

aircraft-type lut, ls in :lit" over a variety of conditions, including those repre-

st, ntative ,_f ;tdv;lil¢od tda,_ turbine combustors. The program comprised analytical

amt exptuimenl ;ll ,.fforts directed towald Ill development of a comprehensive

knt,wledgt, slid ut_,h'rst_tihtillg t)t previous autoignit ion research as a basis for

formulat ion ot .. critical experiment, (2) design o_ the experiment and _abrica-

t ion of the test Otluipme_lt , (3) experimental verification of the approach and

apparatus tllrough a Limited number o_ tests with Jet-A fuel over ranges of inlet

air temperatur_,s and pressures up to IOOOK and 30 aim, r¢,spectively, and finally

(6) compilation of an extensive data base describing tile ignitlon delay (auto-

ignition) characteristics of Jet-A, .IP-6, No. 2 diesel, cetane, and a research

test fuel designated by NASA as experimt, ntal referee broad-specification (ERBS)

fuel over ranges of inlet air temperature, pressure, flow rate and fuel/air

rat it) typical of tile mixing/eombust ion zones in adwmced gas turbine engines.

Par_nuetric tests to map tilt, ignition delay characteristics of these five fuels



werec_lnductedat prensltresof 10, 15, 20m25and30aim, inlet air temperatures
up to 1000K, fun,l-air equivalt,nce ratios of 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 1.0, and rt._si -

dence t imt:s (required to observe the _utoignit ion err:tit ) from approximatt, Ly 1.0

to 50 milli_eco,lds. The flow velocit ie8 -'lssociated with these tests ranged

fI'olll 20 to ltl0 in/secj dt, peuding t_n tilt' preSStlre levt, l.

REVIEW lib' AH'OIGN1TLON L1TERATIIRE

The spontaneous ignition characteristics of hydrocarbon fuels ill air have

been a subject of investigation for nmny years; however, nouc of the previous

invt_stigators has been completely successful in isolating and evaluating each of

tile experimental variables in a controlh_d manner and over ranges representative

of those encountered in advanced gas turbine e_agines. Consequently, a thorough

examination of past efforts in this area was undertaken in order to properly

define a critical experinlent that enabled a determination of tile effects of all

knowll or stlspt,¢tt.d variables on autoignit ion. A survey of the current combus-

tion literature Colnpiled in tilt, Englneet-{ng Indt, x, NTLS, ChelaicaL Abstracts,

Phys its Abstracts, alld Mt, ch;tnical Engillt, t,ring Abstracts was perfOl-lnt,tJ tO obtain

a iiitll't, ¢Olll|_lott' I'J;l¢kgt'Olllltt el prt,viot|s atllOi_;llit iOI1 rose,lrch. Tilt, ],ockht'ed

I)iAI,Ot; lntorlllat toll Retrievel ,qel-vit'e was tined It1 pt'rtol'lll a r;lpid and cost-

t,f|octivt, COlllpll|er search el ovt, r thlee ,uillioll citer ions _llld abstr;lcts frtlltl

teclulical reports, jourI1;II arl icles alltl oLhet techllic_ll publicatiotla. The

sttr'3t, y pl'OdtlCed a total of 1073 c itat ions, t_l? which appt-oxinlately 70 were

jtldgod to be rtrlewlllt to tilt' presotlt proglaul. This r_rview (L) prest,llts a

phel_omenologica[ description of tile autoign[tion process_ (2) summarizes tilt"

previous experimental techniques, indicates their areas of applicability,

relative advantages and limitations, and (3) providt*s insight into some of the

reason.q for varlet ions in the existing test data.

Proignit ion Processes

Wt_ntzel (Ref. /49)* w_s one of tilt, [irst invt-stigators to conclude tllat the

ignit ion delay t ime colnprist_s a series of overlappitlg physical and ch_,micaL

processes. The phy._ical del.ay is tile time required H;r droplet tormation,

heat tug, vapt.'ization, ditfusioll and mixing with the air. 'L'he chemical delay

is tilt, t imo eL;ipst,d lroul the illSt_lnt a comhust ibl,, lll{.Xttll'e h;Is bet, ll l:orlued

until tilt, appt, arance of ,:l hot flame; it involves tilt, kinet its of prefl:lllle

t'ea¢t ions whicl_ restlIt ill tilt' de¢oulposit ion of h igil molecular weight hydrocarbon

species and tilt, formation of critical ctmcentrat ions of intermediate free-radial

species, so catted ignition precursors, tt i_ believed that tile chemical

processes start immediately upou the introduction of fuel and air in a combustion

chamber; howl.vet, initially tht_y proceed at a very slow ratt, and consequently

tile inass of flleL vapor which undergoes chemical re_tct ion is very sin:Ill compared

to tilt" mass necessary to online a detectable tenlperature or presstlre rise title

* References are included in a bibliography of relevant autoignltion research

at tile end o| this rept_rt.
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Lo COlllbusl ioll, '|'bert, lore, tilt, v_,ry e;tr|y s_._ges of tile preignit toll proct'sse8

,_re pr_l]ai_Ly dOluJnated by Lho piiysica| processes and tile later st. ages by tim

,l_eluical pr,s,'esses. The rti|:lt ivt, effects of the physical and cheinica| pi'tmt_,sses

,u; the IIl_lltllitllde tif tile igliii illli deL:iy have bet,n sludi_,d by illally invest igat_rs

(e.g._ R_ I._. 'Jg, 43 ;illll 4_l), _illd it has b_,en coilcluih,d that in convlqlt ioiiiil

c,)inliilSLi,,il .-;ystelil:_ (c'.14._ ga_ tm-bine :lnd diesel engines) the cheinic,ll delay is

typic;lily Lhe iIIOre ililportant el the two periods. Alllllle evideucc! has beiul

di, r iv,,d trotu theor_,t ical analyses and exper[lllental [nvest il4at ions to indicate

thai cheluica| reaic[ ion is thl, rate controllilig factor [or alltoigliition. PUt

exdiilpit', ticnein (Ref, 43) has calculated the Lime required to form a combustible

ini>liurt, at the dt'op|et .,_urt.ace (i.o. _ droplet heating, eval)orat ion and iilass

transit, r) for coiidit ions lt_presellt:ltiVO of tile st,lrt of ill ie<'LiOll in an open-

chamber diesel engine and conclud,_d that it is very short eouq_ared to the

il,_ii{t ion delay, lu addit ionj several investigators (Rels. 44, 05 and 06) have

illeasiirc, d lollger il],llit ion delay Limes for certain el the rela{ ively hlgh-voLatiiity

fuels th,,il tor diesel filtil aild distillate fuel oil. '|'here i8 no doubt that the

iate el thw physical processes increase with the fuel volatility; thore[orl' I if

physical plocesses con;rol the ignition delay, one would expect the opposite

r_sult. Aiso_ it is a well kilown t;act that the addition of small amounts of

tetraethyl Lead to gasoline significantly affects the ignition delay without

having any known effect on the physical delay.

CO o [ - F 1allle Ph e home I1,'1

In illaily instances the chemical port ion of the ignition delay comprises two

stages -- cool flame ignit ion and hot flame ig:iition. The cool flame is a rela-

tively low temperature pht, nOlllellon (T _ 70OK at one aim presstlre) which emits

a characteristic pale blue cheiriilunlineseence in tlae spectral range 3000A to 5000A,

due exclusively to fiuurescence of electronically-excited fonnaldei_yde_ and is

Ililt accompanied by a lligh heat release. It is chemically distinct and should not

be confused with the "blue" flame which may form in the products of the cool

flame and which results in much higher heat release and flame temperatures in

excess ot 900K. Cool flame reactions occur when organic compounds arc heated in

the presence of oxygel_ and involve the fonnat ion of intermediate species such as

peroxides and alde.hydes (Ref. 11). No carbon is refined in the products of the

cool flame and only a small fraction of the reactants is consumed. The tempera-

ture rise across a cool flame at one atmosplmre pressure is always less than

4OOK, and maz be as little as 30OK. in comparison, normal hot flame ignitions

of hydrocarbon fuels yield temperature rises in excess of L5OOK. increasing

the ambient pressure or the temperature of the reactants decreases the time

required tot transition from a cool flame to a hot flame. A detailed explanation

of the mechanisms responsible for the production of cool flames and two-stage

ign[timl is beyond the scope of this review; however, a discussion of the

general features including, the kinetics and reaction products is presented in

Ref. 9. Coot fLame.,_ are pertinent to the present investigation since under

certain conditions (temperature, pressure, and reactant species concentration)

sufficient heat is released to initiate a self-accelerating chain reaction which

culminates in autoignition. The existence of cool flames just prior to auto-

ignit ion has been reported hy many investigators using different types of test

apparatus. Mullins for example (Ref. b4), measured the emission spectra of



flames resulting from tile injection of liquid kerosene into a stream of high-

temperature combustion products. Three stages of combustion were identified.

At ,lie lowest temperatures the spectrum consisted only of emission from excited

forma]deilyde; at in[.ermediate temperature Cq, OH, and strong HCO bands appeared;

and at the highest temperatur,,s the normal flame spectrum, C2, CH and OH

appeared. Similar spectral evidence of preflame reactions has been reported

in flat-flame burners, reciprocating engine studies and in constant volume bomb

experiments (e.g., Refs. 5 and 46).

Previous Experimental Techniques

Autoignition is generally detected by measuring a sudden increase in tempera-

ture, pressure, light emission, or concentration of free radical sp_,cies.

Consequently, many of the previous investigators differ in their definition of

tile delay period, mainly because different phenomena were used to indicate the

cnl of this period. In addition, they have used many different types of trans-

ducers for measuring tile ignition delay time. However, differences ill tile defhl-

it ion of the point at which combustion begins and the variation between the types

and sensitivities of tile transducers used call account for a significant portion

of the discrepancy in the reported data. For example, Henein and Bolt (Ref.

42) concluded that h_ high-speed direct-inject ion diesel engines the pressure

rise delay ix generally shorter and more reproducible than the illumination

delay. Since there is little doubt that tile relative importance of the various

ignition phenomena and the individual trat:sducer sensitivities will vary over

the range of fuels and test conditions of interest (e.g., cool flames are more

difficult to detect than hot flames), investigators should strive to make

simultaneous measurements of tile illumination, pressure rise, and temperature

rise delay times using different types of rapid response transducers.

A great variety of equipment and procedures has been used to measure the

ignition delay of liquid hydrocarbon fuels (see Table l), including constant

volume bombs (Refs. 15 through 32), reciprocating engines (Refs. 39 through

49), and steady-flow test apparatus (Refs. 56 through 69). However, the

spontaneous ignition temperature of a combustible substance is not an absolute

property of the substar_ce and, consequently, all spontaneous ignition data need

to be interpreted carefully in the light of the test apparatus and methods used

for their determination. Existing experimental data are generally dependent on

the particular experimental configuration employed and are, therefore, too

inconsistent for u_liversal design use. For example, tile automotive literature

contains numerous accounts of invest igat ions of autolgn it ion in intermittent

combustion systems; however, the effects of continuotlsly varying pressure,

temperature, velocity and turbulence, and injector spray characteristics

(droplet size and distribution) prevent an unambiguous determination of tile

influence of any one of these variables because autoignition is a path-dependent

phenomenon. Rapid compression machines lessen, but do not eliminate, the

effects of transients and permit external premixlng of high-vapor-pressure

fuels. However, they are not readily adaptable for use with low-vapor-pressure

fuels, and transients and localized phenomena which stem from nonuniform



heat ing rellla ill a d i sadwlltl :i_,o. fleeted bomb t_,L'htliqlleSj till life tlt her haiM j

u,-ulalIy are liluited I_ low [t,vt,ls _>I? velocity mid turbulence, and yii, l,l ro:mlts

whi¢ll are ¢onfii, ur.'ll ion (shape_ ,'-Itlrl.act, j ;Ind voltlnle) atld .,fill'face lllaloria[

dept lldent. [11 addltiml, lhi_+ latter Le¢lllliqu(' [isual. ly rt,qLtires relativt_ly IOII_, _,

l.m,l-ai, mixing, t hm,s told results in physics I. delay Limes whicll _re much longer

Lbull those t+llCtllllllorl'd ill i'J.'llIVt'lll [ella] spray-type ¢olnbu_l io11 _ystollt8. Sllo¢k

tuho Sttldios are l imitt,d by short test times, Iota! nonunitormitie+.+_ and

usu_|l[y are restricted to hl'HIIO_L'IIeOLIS b_a_eoll_ lltixtures. I11 ct)tttt'asl_ COlltiIILIOH8

conlbust ion devict, s perulil +llllp]t' t ime for llteasuring altd regu|at l,llg malty of Ilia

physical variahlo.,_ t+l illlerext l+rlor to spOlllail,',+tl8 ignition while providing .:111

opporlullity tt_ minimizt' those effects mr)re sub+iect to design wtriat ion (o.g._

injector spray ¢hm,lclerist its _tlltl de:,,rt,e of mixing). Furthermort,, tlley

permit an adcurato :;it|till;It iOtt t_f atltoigtlit iotl ill iIlally t'otat illtlOUS I lOW ¢OIllbtlst iO[I

d,'vict's, itl¢ludillg tilt' gas turbitle.

Constant Vohlnto I+,+tlll+ Stud ies

btuch of tilt, _,arlv aut,_ignit ion research and, in particular, invest i_,at ions

¢otlcerlted with evaluating tilt, minimum :+polltalleous ignit ion telllperaturt, (ignit-

ability hazard) at a tut.l, wits conducted ushlg constant volume bombs. With

this type of aPt+aratum, liquid fuel is usually injected intt+ a cylindrical.- or

spherical-shaped sealt,d container arid tilt, pressure or light emission is colltir_-

tlously monitored, t:onsistent with cIas.sica[ ignit ion theory (Ref. 4), auto-

igll it ion t emperat tires dot erlll itlod us ing this techn if]tie decrease wit h increasing

container votunlt + arid dt, cl'tPasillg surt,:l¢_+ area to volunle ratio.

Wetter (Ret!. 30) measured the pressure rise delay for diesel fuel in both

cylindrical, and spherical bombs over a range of pressures (8 to 48 atm) and

temperatures (590 to 780 K) arid for low air turbulence levels. The shortest

delay time recorded was 45 reset. The data were correlated with an expression

for the delay period as a funct ioll of the air pressure and temperature whose

general form is similar to those determined by more recent invt, stigators (Refs.

25, 47 and Oh).

t = Kpne C/T

where K_ C, and n are constants, tie also concluded that, in his apparatus,

ignition delay was indepet_dent of fuel/air ratio_ air turhulence, and fuel

inject iota characterist its.

Starkman (Rt, f. 29) studied tile e[fect.s of pressure_ temperature, and fuel/

air rat io on tile pressure-rise delay in a t:Flt diesel engine and in a bomb. The

volume of tile bomb _as equal to the ctearartee volume of the engirte, lit, found

that the pressure rise delay is reduced by an increase ill any of the above

factors_ and-that it is short_,r in the engine than in the bomb.

lturn, et at., (Rets. 20 and 2[) in two separate investigations studied the

effect of pl. essure, temperature dlld ftlel, composition on the pressure-rise delay



and the factors gove_tling the magnitude of the physlcal and chem[oal delays.

They tested se.voral different fuels using a con_tao.t volume bomb that was

prt_.:harged with one of several different gas mixtures which varied in oxygen

collcentrtttion. Tests were c,_nducted over ranges of pressures (19 t,3 46 aim),

temperature (728 to 8/4t) K), and oxygen concentration (15 to 40 percent). They

con¢luded that for a constant oxygen part ial presaute there is an opt imum

oxygen content rat [ol_ that result s in a minimum ignition delay time, and that

the phy,_ical d,,lay was primarily dependt+nt on the properties of the ambient| gas

white the ch_,mical delay was it_ftuenced by the fuel composition.

blore recently Kadota, et el., (Ref. 25) used a constant volume bomb to deter-

mine the [gnat iotl delay of a single droplet of hydrocarbon ftteI. Tests wt, re

collducted ,'It i_l-essure of l atm to 41 atm and ambient ga_ temperatures of 500K

to 975K, The shortest delay time measured was approximately t00 reset. Their

data were correlated by an expression similar to Wotfer's (Ref. 30) but which

also included the oxygen concentration as a variable.

x = KpneDe C/T

where _ is the oxygen concentration atld D is a constant. They concluded that

ignition delay was independent ot droplet size and decreased with increased oxy-

g¢'ll t'oncell[ rztt iol\.

Rapid t:ompression bietht+ds

The use of rapid-compression machines for studying the autoignition charac-

teristics of homogenous fuel-air mixtures was originated by Falk (Ref, 33) in

1906. Since that time devices of this type have undergone continuous development

and have been used by a number of investigators. The biIT Rapi.d Compression

btachine (Ref. 38), developed in 1950, is the most advanced apparatus of this

type. Ideally, a rapid-compression machine compresses a mixture adiabatically

and maintains it at its peak temperature and pressure for the duration of

the delay period. Compression is accomplished by the rapid motion of a piston

in a closed-end cylinder. Ignition is determined from the pressure-time record

or from optical measurements. Compression should be rapid, but without the

formation of shocks; consequently, the minimum compression time in the tdlT

apparatus is approximately 6 reset. Therefore, short ignition delay times (on

the order of 5 ms<_c) cannot be investigated without preliminary chemical

react ion during the last phase of compr_..ssion. Also, measurement of the

c,:mpressed gas temperaturt_ is a problem for short delay times.

Leafy, Taylor, I. ivengood, et at., (Refs. 313, 37 and 38) used the HIT appar-

atut_ to determine the [gnitiol_ dt-'lay time and the rate of pressure rise during

at, tolgnit ion of several hydrocarbo;l fuels ;+t w_rious fuel-air mixture ratios, com-

pression rat los, and inlet temperatures. It was reported that a milaimum value

of ignition delay occurred at approximately stoichiometrtc mixture condit ions

and that the delay time decreased with an increase il: compression rat io and

initial temperature. High-speed motion pictures of the luminous flame revealed

that the r_.action was not homogeneous, and that a large nt, mber of small bright



spots first speared locally and then spL'ead through the mixture. Schlieren

photographs proved the existeneo of temperature gradients in the compressed gas.

A two-stage autoi_i1[t ion r,_act ion for iso-octane and n-h(_ptant¢ was also observed.

R_.ci rocat ing_ Engine Studios

Many investigatnrs have studied ignition delay in diesel engines col have

correlated their results with various operating conditions and fuel properties.

Uncertainties regarding the measurement of temperature and, in some cases,

pressure at tile end of tlle delay period hampered these studies; however, in

1939 Schmidt (Ref. 47) provided a correlation for tlle chemical delay in diesels

wllich reduced to the Wolfer equation for a constant volume bomb. More recently,

J_yn and Valdmanis (Ref. 45) and llonein and Bolt (refs. 42 and 44) have' performed

comprehensive studies of the effects of cylinder pru_ssure and temperature,

inlet air temperature, overall fuel/air ratio, cooling water temperature and

engine speed. They concluded that cylinder pressure and temperature are the

major factors affect [ng the delay and that an increase in any of the above

parameters reduced the ignition delay time. However, continuously varying pres-

sure, temperature, velocity, turbulence and fuel spray characteristics precluded

an unambiguous deter1,1ination of the effects of individual parameters. Also, as

is the case for rapid-compression machines, temperature gradients result in

localized ignit ions.

Garner, et al., (Refs. 40 and 41) measured tile illumination delay in a

single-cylinder research diesel engine and reported that the delay time decreased

with increasing compression ratio until some critical ratio was reached, after

which the delay began to increase. Henein and Bolt (Ref. 44) have also reported

a slight increase in ignition delay with increased temperature at cylinder temper-

atures above IIOOK. They suggest a possible mechanism for this phenomenon based

on two-stage combustion.

Shock-Tube Studies

Shock tubes have been widely used to investigate the high-temperature

(T > IO00K) oxidation of low molecular weight gaseous hydrocarbons; however,

there is considerable scatter in tile data reported. Some investigators have

measured the ignition delay using systems in which reaction was initiated by an

incident shock wave, and others have chosen systems in which reaction was init-

iated by a reflected shock wave. The latter system offers the advantage of main-

raining the reacting mixture at a constant temperature (apart from wall tosses)

for a known period of time; however, the initial temperature behind a reflected

shock can usually only be calculated to an accuracy of ±50 K. In addition,

both the type of diluent (e.g., air, nitroge , argon, and helium) and concentra-

tion of diluent used have varied from one investigator to another, as have

the experimental criteria for definition of the delay time (e.g., the rapid

increase in characteristic emission of free radial species, a sudden rise

in pressure or heat flux measurements, etc.).

The majority of shock-tube investigations have been concerned with methane

because of the relative simplicity of its oxidation process as compared to those



of higher molecular weight hydrocarbons. Skinner, et el., (Ref. 53) summarized

most of the data for methane published prior to 1972 and compared them on the

basis of a correl_tj.on developed by Lifshi_, et el,, (Ref, 51) which is of the

form

= KeC/T [Ar]nl [CH4]n2 [o2]n3

The data cover the temperature range 1100 to 2300K at pressures varying from

I to i0 arm for mixture equivalence ratios of 0.5 to 8,0, For these conditions

the induction times varied from 10 to 700 _sec.

A study of the atttoignition of n-heptane and iso-octane behind reflected

shock waves was conducted by Vermeer, et el., (Ref. 55). Induction time data

were obtained over ranges of pressure (I to 4 arm) and temperature (1200 to

1700K). High-speed schlieren photographs demonstrated the existence of two

different modes of ignition--strong ignition, characterized by the formation of

a blast wave, and mild ignition wherein chemica I reaction was initiated simul-

taneously at many different points. The pressure-temperature limits defining

the regions of mild end strong ignition were determined.

Continuous Flow Methods

Early continuous flow (steady-flow) investigations of the spontaneous

ignition characteristics of _uels injected into high-temperature, high-velocity

airstreams were conducted by Mullins (Re_. b3) in vitiated air at pressures equal

to or below i arm. The test apparatus consisted of an axisymmetrlc diffuser in

which the pressure, temperature and mixture flow rate were adjusted to maintain

e stationary flame front. High inlet temperatures were achieved by means of

precombustion upstream of the test duct. Fuel was injected into the airstream

through conventional atomizers and care was taken to localize the spray near the

center of the duct in order that the influences of the wall and boundary layer

be eliminated. The point of ignition was determined by direct visual observation

through a series of windows, and the ignition delay time was considered equiva-

lent to the residence time of the fuel-air mixture between the point of injection

and the axial position of the flame. In this system, temperature and oxygen con-

centration were linked due to vitiation heating, so that as temperature was in-

creased, oxygen concentration decreased and water concentration increased. How-

ever, vitiation without oxygen replenishment was shown to have a significant

effect on ignition delay. Mullahs reported that the ignition delay of kerosene

in vitiated air at atmospheric pressure is inversely proportional to the square

of the oxygen concentration. (Subsequent investigations (Refs. 20, 21, and 25)

have confirmed that an inverse relationship exists between ignition delay time

and oxygen concentration for a variety of hydrocarbon fuels.) [n addition, the

possible effects of combustion product contamination (e.g., increased concentra-

tion of wa_er vapor and various free-radial species) ere still unknown.

Stringer, et at., (Ref. 6b) measured the ignition delay of several pure and

distillate hydrocarbon fuels in an oxygen-replenished vitiated airstream over a

range of pressures (30 to 60 arm) and temperatures (770 to 980 K). In this

study, simulation of combustion in diesel engines was achieved by using a



 lilI1,ii
puispd di_2s,.'l-type fuel in.j_,clor _jluated normal to Llle airstream, and l}_llitiOll

was detected by photoconductive cells. Of the v:lriou;l physi_::ll factors investi-

gated_ air telllpt.laturt_ slid pro..Jsure were found to exert the Ill:ljOr ill[lUlll_.'e Ol!

the ignition delay, while velociLy, fuel/air t_tio, and turbulence i.nten_ity had

a tlegligible eltect. The ignition delay data were correlated using an Arrhenius-

type expression _iulilar to Wolfer's (ref. 30) and in addition, an ellterndtive

expression o_ the lotto;

t = !

pn (wr - A'}

was derived wheie A, B, and it are collstant.s which we, re determint, d for sevt, ral

of uhe more widely ttst_d fuels,

The exper[ui_:nta[ techniques pioneered by Mullins were later adopted and im-

proved upon by Taback (Ret. 08) and more recently by Spadaccini (Ref. 65).

Taback conducted a,l investiga£ ;on of the :lutoignition characteristics of JP-4

in vitiated air at ambient pressures of 17 to 28 atm and temperatures o[ 700K

to 900K. The auto[gnition test section walls were water cooled, and like

Mullins, tests were conducted using a centrally-located spray-type injector.

Sa£ety considetati,)ns pr_..cluded direct visual observations of the flame front

position; therelore, provision was made [or indirect determination of tile point

of ignitlon by i.llstalling photoconductive cells in the test duct at a multitude

o£ axial locatiolls. In addition, evaluations of (I) the influence of w:_lls and

tlle resulting boutldary layer, (2) the flashback potential of a transient ignition

source, and (3) l.he flameholding potential of wake-produciug surface imperfec-

tions on ignition delay were performed over a limited range of test conditions

and for a specific premixing duct geometry.

Spadaccini (Ref. 05) continued the work started by Taback and, using essen-

tially the same test apparatus, investigated the autoignition characteristics of

JP-4, No. 2 fuel oil, and No. 6 fuel oil in dry unvitiated air at temperatures

in the range 670K to 8?0K and at pressures in the range 6.8 arm to 16.3 arm.

The air was heated by means of an electrical resistance-type heater and the

pressure was regulated by a remotely operated throttle valve. The effects of a

number of physical factors, including air pressure and temperature, fuel

temperature and concentration, and initial spray characteristics (e.g., droplet

size and size distribution), upon the ignition characteristics were evaluated.

Ignition delay times were shown to vary according to an empirically determined

relationship which was also similar in form to Wolfer's. In addition, the

possible influence of the flame front on the magnitude of the delay period,

e.g., by radiant heating or alternation of the pressure distribution within the

diffuser, was evaluated and it was concluded that measurements were unaffected

by its presence.

A significant deficiency of the preceding continuous flow types of test

apparatus is the difficulty in using them to evaluate the importance of the local
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_ut,l_ail: mixture ratio ell autoignition. CorLtinuous combustion device_, _uch a_

those described above, preclu,h, the n|eHurenlt, rtt: of delay time fur uniform fuel-

air mixtures bectJuse the wall bound_lry layL,.r provides a path for the,, upstremn

propagatkon of flame from th_ autolgnition point to the injector (thus obscuring

the point of ignition). The: advantages of this apparatus, on the oth_.*r hand, art.;

(l) that it accurately simulates autoi.gnition phenomena occurri,lg as a result

of spray injection and (2) that it permits rapid data acquisition, since the

flame is ¢ontinuo.sly present and its amidol position, and thereforep delay

period can be continuou,_l,y varied by regulation of the flow variables.

The route to precluding some of the de_ficieneies of the work of Spadaccini

and Taback was incol'porated in a steady-flow test apparatus developed by Mestre

and Du¢ourl_eau. It is described in Refs. 58 and h2 and utili.zes a premixing-type

injector to investigate the dependence o!" ignition delay on tile local equivalence

ratio of kerosene-air mixtures. Experim_uts were perfon_ed in a 42-mm-dia

cylindrical LL_be at pressures in the range o_ 5.4 atm to 12 arm and over the

temperature range 720K to [075K. The flow velocity was fixed at approximately

70 m/see by means of a sonic nozzle installed at tile _ube exit, and the resi-

dence time wa,.L varied by interchanging four tubes ef different lengths. The

test procedure consisted of gradually increasing the inlet air temperature

until autoiBnition was visuall.y detected at the nozzle exit at which time the

test was abruptly turminated The ignition temperatures of mixtures in the

equivalence ratio range 0.5 to 8.0 were measured for fixed residence time_ of

approximately 3 msec, b msec, 7 msec, and 12msec. (The constant velocity

constraint imposed by the use of a sonic nozzle restricted the variation of

residence time to a fixed number of values.) Their data indicate that fuel-air

mixture ratio is an important factor affecting autoignition; minimum ignition

temperatures were obtained for an equivalence ratio of 3.0 at 5.4 arm and for

an equivalence ratio of 1.0 at II arm.

More recently, Marek, et al., (Ref. 61) have studied the autoignition and

flashback cl_aracteristic3 of lean mixtures of Jet-A fuel in air at temperatures

in the range 550K to 700K and pressures in the range 5,4 atm to 25 arm. The

autoignition test apparatus consisted of a 10.2-cm-dia cylindrical "prevapof

izing/premixing flame tube", a single element contrastream fuel injector, and a

perforated-plate fl.ameholder located 66 cm downstream of the fuel injector.

Upon establishing a predetermined pressure and temper_.ure within the flame

tube, tile fuel flow rate was slowly increased until autoignition occurred and

was indicated by a thermocouple positioned 1 cm upstream of the flameholder.

The ignition delay time was defined as the residence time between tlle injector

and the flameholder, as it related to the instantaneous pressure and temperature.

Ignition delays in tile range 15 msec to I00 mse_ were measured and it was con-

clude..| that they varied .inversely with the ambient pressure. In addition,

preflame react i,_ns, similar to cool-flame phenomena, were reported and flashback

velocities of 35 m/see to _5 m/see were measured at 5.6 arm and 610K and 700K.
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In the latter two test arrnngemr_nts, as in all others which strive to

produce mixt'ure homogeneity, the mea_uremeu_ of delay _imes may be affected by

ch_mical reactions which can occur in th¢: boundary layer along the walls.

Neither el tile pre_ious investigators (Refs. 61 and 62) make mention of tile

occurrence of ignition and combustion in the boundary layer even during test._

in which the tube wall was externally heated to the inlet air temperature;

however, it appears that autoignitlon and its precursors may occur in the

slower moving (i.e., longer residence time) mixture in the boundary layer in a

situation in which the wall temperature is at or near the inlet air temperature.

Also, flow disturbances, such as those produced by large-size fuel injectors or

hlgh-blockage fiameholders, should be avoided since they may create local

regions of flow reclrculatlon and, therefore_ high residence time.

Summary of Existing Data

It is clear from the above summary that there is considerable disagreement

among the previous investigators regarding the importance of mixture ratio on

autoignition. Some have reported no effect (Refs. 30 and 63), others have

observed a minor effect (Refs. 38, 45 and 66) and still others have found a

major effect (Ref. 58 and 62). These apparent inconsistencies underscore the

previous admonition that existing data need to be interpreted carefully in the

light of the test apparatus and the methods used for their determination. The

achievement of a uniform mixture is a prerequisite for an evaluation of the

importance of fuel/air ratio; therefore, fuel-air mixture sampling tests should

be conducted to obtain a quantitative indication of the extent of vaporization

and the degree of uniformity of the fuel-air mixture produced by the injector.

The mixture quality, or the degree of vaporization achieved prior to the onset

of autoigniticn, may have a significant influence on the magnitude of the delay

time and, therefore, ignition delay data may not correlate solely on the basis

of overall equivalence ratio.

Finally, the ignition delay data for typical gas turbine and diesel fuels

which have been reported in several of the investigations discussed above are

summarized and compared in Fig. I. The discrepancies between the magnitude of

the delay times measured by tne various investigators are apparent, particularly

at high ambient pressures, as is the disagreement regarding the rate of change

of delay time with increasing pressure. A portion of these differences may be

attributed to variations in fuel composition, stemming from broad fuel specifi-

cations and poor documentation of fuel properties. However, differences in

data repor=ed for a particular fuel are often larger than differences measured

between various grades of fuel. Therefore, it is likely that the major varia-

tions originate from differences in the experimental apparatus and the methods

used to identify the autoignition event.
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EKPERII_tENTALAPPROACH

Description,,f Apparatus

It call be concluded from the preceding review of autoignition research that

para,,,etrie at,toig,litlon data pertinent to gas turbine engines call bont be

nrqtlirod by conduct {nl,1 a contilluous flow ,,xperimt;ut using dry, unvitiated air,

and providing it_del,endent control of pressure, temperature, and mass flow rato

(therefore, rt, sideuce time). 1'he test apparatu_ used in tile present program is

shown in Fig. 2. tt consists of (1) all electrical resistance-type air heater,

(2) au inlet plenum and flow straightner, (3) a premixi.ng-type fuel. injector,

(4) a cylindrical mlxer/vaporlzer section compriain 8 several flanged spool

piecen to perlnit length variation over the rause 2.5 cm to 150 cm in incrementn

of 2.5 era, (5) an expander section which provide_ a sudden expausion and water

qut+nch at tile autoignition station, _,O) a wiriable area orifice to isolate a

fuel seanvenging site,buret,- from tile experiment, (7) a scavenger afterburner,

and (8) a remotely operated throttle valve located in tile exhaurt dueling.

l)t, tails st the mixer/vaporizer tllld exp;mder sections "Ire shown in Fig. 3.

'['he t,ltler st, t'|ace O[ the Illixer/vaportzer _ections art, smooth _llld tree o| bOllnd_lry

t|i .qct+ll[ iuuit it,,_ C+lt.atble of produc{tlg W,'lke.,t ill tilt, t low. Thi,_ is accomp[ ished by

i,ltorllal Innt-hioing _llltt tilt, u_ltr el: alig,lnlellt dowels for e.'lch .qectio,1 of tile mixer/

vttporizer. '}'he waI Is of the mixer/vaporizer stwt ions were water-cooled during

,,Ill tests in order to preclude tile possibility of ignition and flashback v£a tile

belnld_lry [,lyer even tllough theoretical analyses were not able to conchtsively

demonstrate that cooling was required. Since the facility afterburner, located

ill the exhaust dueling, represented a cool inuous iguitim, source and because

,'lutoignition may be initiated at an axial location within tile sudden-expansion

.st,orion, additioual precautions were takeu to eliminate any path by which the

flame might propagate upstream into tile mixer/vaporizer section (e.g., through

the wall boundary layer and/or by means ol recirculatlon zones), These pre-

cautionary measures included (1) direct w_¢ter injection at tile step region,

to prevent flame stabilization at the exit of the mixer vaporizer, and (2)

installation of _l two-dimensional flow nm:zle just upstream of tile sodden

expaosioo, to accelerate tile flow locally and provide additional water in-

.it't'l ion to rapidly quetlch tile chemie,,ll react ion. Thermocouples at-d photo-

dv(ectors wt, t'_, used to mOllitor Lilt, step rt'g[otl _llld ideutilTy coltd(tlo,,a which

would result iu flame stabilization. Daring preliminary testing with Jet-k

Ittel, it was determined that unsteady comtmstiou in tile afterbnrn,:r generated

pressure fluctu_ltionn which were transmitted upstrt,_lm to tile mixer/wtporizer

svvtion _lnd caused prematurt, (i.e., low temperature) ignition. '['herefore,

al [ sttbseqttent tests wore performed with the ,tfterhurller combustiott terminated

prior to autoignition.
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"fuel" '-air sampling procedure um,d for injector qtmllficaticul. This approach

undoubtedly taw, a costa, restive estimate of ip.jecto,- perlormatlce but, neverthe-

less, provided a wlluabl¢, comparlson of inject_or design i_hilom_phles on a

relat iw. basis. Water spray distributions call be representative of fuel

distributions whoa testa are conducted at typical operating couditiona and when

vaporization rates art, low. Therefore, all injector characterization tests

wore cntlducted under test cotlditions which minimized vaporization and duplicated

tile free-stream velocity slid fuel flow rates of a typical autoignition test

condition. Mealsuvementa of tile water spray distribution produced by candidate

injectors were alade along two mutually perpendicular diameter_ at a mixing

leneth of 18 cm. Tile two-phase flow was sampled isokinetlcally and a _+ater

separation and collection system was used to collect samples for a predeter-

mined time period. Prior to measuring the water spray distributions, the

uniformity of tile ,lirflow wan evaluated by mea._urlng tile velocity distribution_

at tile entrance of tile mixer/wtporizer section and at the sampling station with

the candidate injector in place. Typically, the results indicated a symmetric

profile that wan slightly peaked near the ceuterline. The maximum deviation of

tilt, local velocity from tile average velocity was + 12 percent.

t'.m_tr_ast_rs !nu_1. j.t,y t,_?

'rile first distributed-source type fuel injector, shown in Fig. 4, wan

desigued to achieve efficient atot:,' ,,at ion as a result of high she-lr forces which

are cre.'lted by (-l) tilt' impiug,,ment of high velocity fuel jets on ,qtationary

splash plates and (b) tile interaction of tile high velocity alrstream and the

llquid film issuing from tile splash plates. A low convective heat transfer

rate to the fuel injector tubing was ensured by the shielding provided by the

upstream splash plate and tile backwash of fuel over its outer surface.

Tile fuel inlet temperature was continuously monitored using fine wire thermo-

couples (0.25-ram-dis) which were inserted into tile 1.0-mm-dla hypodermic

tubing. Results of tile injector evaluatlou tests indicated that significant

liquid penetration to tile wall occurred. Also, St w'ls hypothesized that tile

32-0.25-mm-d i a or i f ices, which at times became part ial ly phtgged -uld required

frequent cleaning, and tile relatively hil',h velocity liquid jets iV. =' bO

lit/tRee) I which were I+ellected |71"o111 the splash plates at eations ;Ingles migllt

have been too ellergetic and eontribtlted to mixtttro nolltlniformities.

t3._,:_s_.,,.,_-S3t-e ,_ t!_jyWto

After several improved designs wore fabricated ;lad tes,ed, the injector

sh._wn in Fig. '+ produced "l spray ttlstribution that ;ippedrt,d sulticiently uniform

tO pel'll|{t ewilttat ion of lilt' offt'cts of fuel-air mixture ratio ou _lutoigtlition.

Ill this toni i}XUlilt ion, fuel w;Is injected tlorm;ll to tile airflow and into segmellts

el approxinlately equal area If'ore h/l-t).38-mm-dia ori fices ill SiX 3.0-1urn-dis

tubes. Splash plates were instalh,d along both sides el the outermost injector

elt,mellt,_ ;lilt| bail les were plact,d bt, tweell _htj+lcent inject ion ori flees to iatpede

tilt" flow ot liquid to the wall. Tile number and size o[ tilt, injection orifices

was chosen as a bent compromise after consideratiot_ of liquid jet penetration,
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,iril ic,, plul, l, lug , :iild illiOctor :li,ilsilivily to ¢oinbll.-itor prv._._lil'e ofic[[[_ltiOll,<;,

AIIliouy, h lho i'e:lu[l_i _ll iuil i:il ;ipray th_li'liclei'izaliuil ie_ts iildi¢;ll_,d lli_il Ihe

:,pal lal dl:ili-ibuliou el liquid W:lH llliraboli¢-shapl,d willi il hillh t'ouctulir;il, ioil

,11 Lilt cl'ul_,lt _1 ile_ll'ly tlt!ilOltlit disll'illlilioll tit litlllid wa:t obt:lilll,d I)y reduc{lll4

Ilio llow rlile Io fill' two teulriiI injector eleliielltH. The sllrily distribution 18

viu dl,wiilitrl,:llii lit lhe inject ioil iil:ilioil which WilS obtilillt,d ;ilill.qt,llileuL Io the,'ie

lUilliovl,ilil, llt.q i_ ,';ilowu ill Fit;, I_. Ill the tit;ure, the local fuel/air r_itio is

iiOlUi, llizod wilh respect 1o lhe over:ill tuel./air ratio ,'is deternlilled trent the

I el ,il w;ll er mid nirl low ille,lsuroillellt.,i, 'File resul.ts i+ndie:ll e _1 t.Oll¢Olll i'-it iou

po,ik iii liie celllra| port iou of tile mlxer/vaporizer willl rl,llucL,d coilceiltrat iou

levels ile_ll' Ihe Will I , prob;il_ly dill, Ill di 11u.qi.Oll ilud iict'uluul,'ll ion of I iquid ou

lho w_il l. Ilowevel', il.U iudic:lted iu Pit;, O, this injector Colll iyuratlou h:id

iinplt,nieilled lhe ._li¢¢es.,_llil releilt iou o[ ,'1 high perceill_ly, e el the "luel II ill tile

ai r.ql ieiliil dl tilt, 18 ciil i4I _il ion, _lild tilt, nl_l,v,inluill deviat ion l roiii I lie ille_lil ¢Ollteu-

I l'dL iou incurred Zll the ceiltel'l rue W_l.q olliv +5 percenl,

Tile ._pray dlslribul iou Ironi this iu.iector WZl:_ .ilidged sullicienl ly uili[oriu

Io perinit evalu'iliou o17 the effect of lue|-_lir inixtllre ial[o oil autoigilit_oil,

,'lild lilerefore p_lr_iui,,Iri.c It,sting of tilt' .let-A fuel w,'t,q iuiti_lied. Itowever t

dilr{llt; ;lutoii(lli.tiOll testillt_ _1 I iashbatk %q_l,q t!ucouutered which resulfL-d l_n

stltlcltlr_ll, fa{1.ure of tilt" {lljettol" elenlellts. 'l?here!_ore, _i Ilew 1.11.iector hilvi.llg,

h[gher ._treugth _llld provid[tiy, tilt, optlou for w;.Itor cooli.ug w_ls dt, satgned _llld

labri tat ed,

Hodified Cross-Stream tujector

1.11 view of the limitat i.on,_ o[ tile previous {ujector desigil a inodi.[i.ed dis-

tributed-source cro.qs-st:reanl injector fe_lturing i.ncreased strength, water

cooling ;llld streaull _ued-sh_iped strut el.enlents was fglbr[¢_lted slid tested, 'l'l_is

in.jeerer, showu ill Fig. 7, t-OllSi,qted of si.x 0,32-tin-wide by 3.8-¢111-[o1114 sl:re.alil-

line-shaped struts containing a total of 03-0,38-mm-di.a i.n.iect[on ori. ficies,

As in the previous desi.gn, rue! w/is injected ilorlna| to tile airflow fronl borax

sides of e_lth strut ilxto air(tow cross sectiolxs of _tpproxim:ltely equ_ll. _trea,

The ill.iect[oil orifices extellded into tile a{rstream as sllowu ill gig, 7, to

illlpede tilt' fornlat[oil el _l fuel lihn ou tile strut surface, Cort'e!.atioils of

¢irttlidr .iet peiletr_itiOll d:ll:i were tlsed to estillRltt, tilt' fuel .iet pellt_tr{ition

di.qtm_¢es as a |-UllCti. OII el jet iIIolllelltuili ;lud dianieter so th_ll0 i.tl tilt, final

design, {tlel jot illlpilll%elllellt on opposing hot ,_nrfates could be avoided,

Flow d[sturb{luee, gllld therefore pressure I.OSS, W_I8 lll[tlinlig, t'd by tile stre_lmli.ned-

shaped desigu_ aud bec¢luse of the illcreilsed nlass t tile illdividulil struts were

expected to be much iIIore res[..4t:lUi to daln,'lge [roul I l_lsllback, hi addit{Oll l

e_ich o[ the i.lljector e[enlents w:ls water tooled to nl_liill_lin the file| at _t

prescribed inlet telllper,_lttire _lild tO protect the injector from overtellipergtturt*,

The retdti.vel, y h[t;h blockag, e (approximately 55 pel'eeut) Wal,,i also expected to

reduce ;ltly i, tllet a[rtTlow nonuni.[ormities, Fuel i.njeetion tempor-lture was

monitored usillg ,<l fine wi.re (0,2S-mnl-dia) thermocouplt, inserted midway iuto tile

17Ut:| passage 0[7 Ollt_ O[ tilt' t'eutr;l[ eienlellt,_i.



Charatterization of tilt, water spray distributlon produced by tilt, streamline-

8hoped inject or indicated a nearly parabolic-shaped profilt, with tilt, peak cou-

ct, ntratiotl at till' ¢t,nterlino. The overall "fuol"-air distribution observed

18--C111 dowil/|trealll of tilt' injector sta|it)n, ttee Fig. 8, wa:¢ illleriov to that

achieved using the prt, t't.dillg tube-Lype injector, even tllough tilt, fuel fraction

retai,led in the airstrt, at, :lppoared to be high. With this injector conflgt,rati,m,

tilt, umximum local fuel/air deviation tram tile overall composition was approxi-

mately +20 perct, nt. Ill an attempt to understand tile cause of the large

deviations, static pressure measurements were made along each of tile injector

elements. It W.lS found that a static pressure gradient of approximately 33

percent of the overall injector pressut'e drop existed betweetl the outertuost and

innermost injector elements. Attempts to improve tile airflow distribution by

increasing tile injector pressure loss were unsuccessful.

're gain further insight into the details of the injection and mixing

processes, carbon dioxide was introduced into the airflow through the fuel

injector. Tile volumetric flow rate of gas was set equal to the vohtmetrlc flow

rate of liquid tested previously, and tile flow was sampled and analyzed for

1202 concentration. Tile results, presented in Fig. q, indicated a more

uniform tIO2-air distribution but there was still "l higher than average

itljectaBt cotlcelltl'alioll near tilt. ¢eoterliot,. IIowever_ a ¢omparisOll of Figs. 8

and tj shows that tilt, droplets were unable to Iol[ow lilt, streamline flow, and

therefore, it was ielt that some imprt_vement ill tilt' tuel spt';ly distribution may

be realized in ;letHal ignition delay testing, as a restllt of ilcceleratt, tl

vaporization ;|lltI redltced conceotrgltion gradients at tile wall dut, to elevated

temperature. Although the degree of uuitormity .ichieved was less than desired,

some preliminary auto[goit-[o,a testing was performed using tile streamline-shaped

injector and tile data ark included in Appendix A and discussed ill the following

section under the results for Jet-A Fuel.

Costream lnjettor

To permit a clear determination of the effect of fuel-air equivalence ratio

on autoignition, a new type injector similar to one developed in Refs. 139 and

70, arid demonstrated to be c;Ipable of producing a more uniform mixture distribu-

tion was desigut, d and fabricated. The multiple conical tube-type injector,

presented in Fig. 10, consisted of a 19 hole concelltrie array of venturi-shaped

air passage..; with indepelldent ly-control led fuel inject ion into the couverging

sectiou of each elenlellt. FuCI was supplied to each of tilt, venturis by meIlns of

small diameter tubing that wlis sufficiently loug to provide ample pressure loss

to mitl[ulizo till, ef[ect of rig presmlre fluctuatiot,_ on fuel [tow rate. Downstream

recirculation zones were eliminated by extending tilt* diverging sections or" tile

vetltltris to till' points of intersection, thereby eliminating a base region.

Also, the relatively hie_h block_tge area (approximately 10 percent) acted to

reduce inlet airflow nontmi[ormities. The injector was flow checked and

calibrated prior to testing, and it wlts determined that the flow coefficients

of tile t9 individual injector elements were all within 2.8 percent of the mean

value. Airflow measurements of tile static presure at tile throat of each of the
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It/ venturi-shapedpassagesindicated a maximum diftert.nc,, between elements of

only 8.0 percent of Lilt, ow,rall fuel injection pressure drop. Tllest, variations

wtu'e considered sufficiently small as to permit tile attainment of Ii nearly

uuilorm fuel injection rat_" from element to element.

The spray from tile multiple-conical tube injector was evaluated at several

s_mttlated test conditions and by selectively restricting tile flow of water to

individual injector elements. The results of the testing are shown in Figs. II

through 13. As shown in Fig. II, tile spray distribution obtained with all in-

jector elemL_nts open was concentrated in the center. Also, even though the

"fuel'/air profile distortion decreased at higher flow rates, approximately 30

to 40 percent of the liquid had apparently collected on the wall, as is indicated

by a normalized fuel/air ratio of less than l,O, By shutting off the water

flow to tilt,center t_lemeut, see Fig. 12a, a slight reduction in the centerline

concentratiou was observed, and ;s might be anticipated, no noticeable change

in tile "fuel"/air profile at radial positions beyond R/R o = +0,5 was achieved.

Capping the injector elements to the twelve outer venturis increased tile

concentration at the ¢enterline and appeared to suppress liquid transfer to

tile walls, i.e., most of the liquid could be accounted for in the airstream

(set, Fig. 12b). When both tile center and the twelve outer elements were capped

there was still a somewhat center peaked profile, especially at tile lower air

velocities, as shown in FLg. 13. However, the mean equivalence ratio was close

to the overall value, indicating that most of tile injected "fuel" had been

entrained by the airstream. Conseqtlently, all further autoignition tests with

tlle cotlical tube injector were conducted with this configuration, i.e., with

tile center and outer injection elements capped. The data indicate this con-

figuration minimized fuel accumulation along the walls and resulted in a

predictable and nearly unifotnn profile at radial positions up to R/R o = _+0.5.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After selection of the conical tube injector, with the center and outer

elements capped, as the configuration giving tile best compromise between

durability and mixture uniformity, parametric testing was initiated to map the

ignition delay characteristics of Jet-A, JP-4, No. 2 diesel, cetane and ERB$

fuels. Tests were conducted at pressures of I0, 15, 20, 25 and 30 atm, with

fuel-air equivalence ratios of 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 1.0, and inlet air tempera-

tures up to IO00K. Ignition delay times in the range of I to 50 msec were

obtained by interchanging spool pieces to create several different mixer/

vaporizer lengths (6.4 cm to 117 cm). Typically, teats were conducted at an

airflow rate of 0.5 kg/sec and the resulting free stream velocities were in the

range of 20 to I00 m/see, depending on the ambient pressure level. A few teats

were conducted at an airflow rate of 1.0 kg/sec to verify that the ignition

delay times were relatively insensitive to changes in flow velocity. Also,

several of the Jet-A tests were conducted using the modified cross-stream
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(streamline) injector. Furthermore, the effect of preheating the inlet fuel up

to 400K was evaluated for Jet-A fuel, and selected tests were made with JP-4

fuel with all nineteen injector elements open to investigate the effect of

changes in the injection profile on autoignitlon.

Within the experimental accuracy, the ignition delay times for all the fuels

tested appeared to correlate with ambient pressure and inlet air temperature

according to the classical Arrhenius type equation

. A__ exp (_--)
pn RT

where E is the global activation energy corresponding to all the physical and

chemical processes occurring during the induction period, R is the universal

gas constant, and A and n are empirical constants. Regression analyses performed

on the autoignition data obtained for each of the fuels tested indicated that a

pressure exponent of approximately 2.0 yielded the best fit of the experimental

data. Therefore, a value of n = 2.0 was used to develop generalized correlations

for each of the fuels tested.

Intrinsic ignition delay data require an accurate knowledge of the free-stream

conditions at the onset of autoignition. In the present experiment, the

free-stream temperature can depart significantly from the inlet air temperature

as a result of cooling as the fuel is preheated and vaporized and by convective

heat transfer to the mixer/vaporizer wall. The degree of airstream cooling is

dependent both on the apparatus (e.g., adiabatic or nonadiabatic boundaries)

and the test conditions (e.g., fuel/air ratio, mixture distribution, pressure,

temperature, airflow rate and residence time). Convective heat transfer calcula-

tions require an accurate measurement of the mixer/vaporizer wall temperature

distribution; therefore, although wall temperatures were monitored during

several tests (using thermocouples installed at various depths in the mixer/

vaporizer wall and on the outer, water-cooled, surLace), analytical heat

transfer predictions do not have sufficient accuracy. For example, calculations

performed using a 2-D turbulent boundary layer code developed at UTRC indicated

that at a typical autoignition test condition (T = 81lK, P = 30 arm, V = 35

m/sec) and wall temperature C395k), the centerline C[ree stream) temperature

would remain constant for an axial distance equivalei1t to 40 L/D (172 cm).

Beyond this axial distance, the flow would be tully developed and the bulk

temperature would decrease at a rate of approximately U.gK per cm. Although the

predictions indicate that there is little cooling of the airstream along the

centerline, the precise radial location at which autoignition occurs is not

known. Furthermore, since the ignition delay time is an exponential function

of the ignition temperature, a small change in the local temperature can

significantly affect the correlations developed.
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Since direct n|easurenlent of ttle mixture temperature at the onset of

autolg, itiou was precludedj to avoid introducing any preferential ignition

sites into tile ttow, tile mixture temperature was calculated, assuming an

adiabatic wail and complete vaporization and mixing. In addition, ill order to

elucidate tile effect of equivalence ratio on autoignition, tile ignition delay

data were also correlated _s a function of the calculated temperature of the

fuel-air mixture. However, because autoignltion typically results from the

acct|mulated effects of one or more precursor reactions and/or physical events

and is, therefore, dependent upon prior history, the equivalence ratio correla-

tions must be regarded as qualitative, indicating general trends rather than

iit_lgn i t ude s.

Because each of the test tuel_ exhibit similar trends in tile ignition delay

data, the results for one typical fuel are discussed in greater detail thau the

others. Also, although tile order of testing began with parametric mapping of

the conventional jet fuels (i.e., Jet-a and JP-4), the ignition delay data for

No. 2 diesel fuel are discusued first because tile data scatter was significantly

reduced, probably due to improvement of the experimental techniques, in

addition, a [argu experimental data base was obtained for No. 2 diesel fuel.

In a few instances, the data exhibited an anomalous behavior in tllat autoigni-

lion failed to occur at temperatures well above the predicted or extrapolated

levels. These data were judged spurious and are not included on any of tile

correlating curves; however, for completeness they are included in a tabulation

ot all the test data which is presented in Appendix A.

No. 2 Diesel Fuel

Parametric autoignition testing of No. 2 diesel fuel was performed using

the standard configuration of the multiple conical tube (costream) injector. A

summary of the results is presented in Figs. 14 through 19. As expected_ the

results indicate that ignition delay decreases with increasing air temperature

and pressure. In Fig. 14, the data for the different equivalence ratios tested

were commingled and plotted versus the reciprocal of the inlet air temperature.

The Arrhenius approximation determined from a linear regression analysis of the

data indicated that the apparent global activation energy is 41.0 kcal/mole.

This activation energy is in close agreement with the activation energy reported

in Ref. 05 for No. 2 fuel oil at similar temperatures and pressures. Activation

energies ranging from I0 to 50 kcal/mole have been reported by other investiga-

tors for typical liquid hydrocarbon fuels in air; however, it is difficult to

make direct comparisons of data because it is seldom possible to separate the

physical and chemical phenomena. Also, direct interpretation of the activation

energy is only meaningful for simple bimolecular reactions_ and is of limited

usefulness in the present context. Some scatter is present in the data,

particularly at conditions of short mixing length (7.0 cm) and low pressure

(highest velocity), suggesting an increased importance of apparatus-dependent

phenomena at these conditions.
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The combined effects of mixing length and airstream cooling are illustrated

more clearly in Figs. 15 and Ib, where the temperature scale is expanded and

the ignition delay data are differentiated with respect to mixer/wtporizer

length and fuel-alr equivalence ratio, As can be seen from tile figures, leu_..th

is an important variable in the presen_ experiment, particularly at low equiva-

lence ratio (sec Fig. 15). For lean overall equivalence ratios, mixture

nonuniformitles (such as would be obtained at short lengths) tend to increase

the liklihood of autoignltion; whereas, increased length leads to increased mixin_

and cooling and decreases the llklihood of autoignition. Thus, the competing

effects tend to increase tile data separation and illustrate the importance of

the prior history of the fuel-air mixture. For ease of comparison, the commingled

data correlation is also shown. At the shortest mixer/vaporizer length (L _*

7.0 cm) and lowest equivalence ratio (¢ = 0.3) there is a substantial deviation

of the data from the overall correlation (see Fig. 15); however, at higher

equivalence ratios 4¢ _ 0.5) and for increased mixing length (L _ 22.9

cm) the agreement is much improved. In addition, an apparent "reduction" in

tlle activation energy is evident at low levels of _.p2 (which correspond to

conditions of low pressure an_ high temperature and result in short residence

times), and at the low equivalence ratio 4¢ = 0.3). bimilar "reductions" in

apparent activation energies have been observed by other investigators (Refs.

32, b5 and b8) and probably reflect the increased importance of the constituent

physical processes at these conditions.

The importance ot tile fuel-air mixture ratio on autoignitiou of No. 2 diesel

fuel is shown in Figs. 17 through 19. As stated above, the data are correlated

as a function of the calculated mixture temperature since there is significant

cooling of the airstream as the fuel is vaporized and heated to the air tempera-

tuft. For example, a temperature depression of approximately 8OK will occur at

an inlet air temperature of 800K when the equivalence ratio is 1.0 (See Fig.

17). This is particularly significant in view of the disproportionate effect

of temperature on ignition delay. The data shown in Fig. It_ were correlated for

each of the equivalence ratios tested and the results were cross-plotted in

Fig. 19 as a function of mixture temperature. The short mixing length (7.b cm)

data are not included since the extent to which vaporization and mixing are

completed at this length is uncertain. The results for a mixture temperature

of 7UOK are shown in Fig. 19, and indicate that, for lean mixtures, increasing

tuel/air ratio significantly decreases ignition delay; however, actual measure-

ments of the mixture temperature at the onset of autoignition will likely

indicate a more moderate effect as a consequence of the dependence on prior

history. This trend is in agreement with tile data reported in Ref. 58 for

kerosene-a i r mixt ures.

ERBS Fuel

Ei_S is a research test fuel being used by NASA as a representation of a

future aircraft gas turbine fuel should it become necessary to broaden the

current fuel specifications. It is a blend of kerosene (b5 percent) and hy-

drotreated catalytic gas oil (35 percent) and is being used as a reference in

research investigations to evaluate fuel character effects on jet engine

performance and durability. A comparison of the typical chemical compositions
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and physical properties of ERB8 and No, 2 diesel fuels ($ee Table 2) indicate::

th:,t: they are w_ry similar, except fo_ small differences in the aromatic

an. olefinic contents. Therefore, it is not surprising that the ignition delay

data for E_CBS, shown in Fig. 20, are nearly coincidental with those discussed

previously for No. 2 diesel fuel. Correlation of the data in Fig. 29 resulted

itl a global activation energy of approximately 43.0 kcal/mole.

Jet-A Fuel

Parametric autolgnition testing of Jet-A fuel was performed usiv_ r_o

of tho injectors described above, i.e., the modified cross-stream (streamline)

injector and the costream (conical) injector. The ignition delay data obtained

are differentiated with respect to injector type and plotted in Fig. 21.

Although approximately 50 percent of the Jet-A testing was conducted using the

streamline shaped injector, within the accuracy of the measurements, there were

no apparent differences in the ignition delay data that were attributable to

the injector configuration. Comparison of tile injector spray characterization

data (of., Figs. b and 13) indicates that the measured water spray distributions

were similar at radial positions up to R/R o _ _ 0.5. Also, it was found that

at similar free-stream conditions, Jet-A required a shorter delay time for

autoignition than any of tile other _ypical gas turbine fuels tested. (A more

detailed discussion of the effect of fuel type on autoignition is presented at

the conclusion of this section). The global activation energy for Jet-A was

37.8 kcal/mole.

JP-4 Fuel

The results of autoignition testing of JP-4 fuel are summarized in Fig. 22.

In general, the trends with variations in temperature, pressure and fuel/air

ratio are the same as those observed previously for No. 2 diesel, ERBS and

Jet-A fuels. The degree of data scatter is highest for JP-4_ stemming from a

significantly higher percentage of tests which were conducted at the shortest

(7.6 cm) mixer/vaporizer length. As was shown in Figs. 15 and ib, tests

conducted at short mixing lengths tend to given an apparent "reduction" in the

activation energy when considered by themselves, but their inclusion into a

population of tests conducted at longer lengths tends to bias the correlation

toward a higher activation energy. Exclusion of these short mixing length data

from the resression analysis significantly improves the correlation coefficient

and leads to an activation energy of 43.1 kcal/mole which is approximately

equal to the activation energies obtained previously for No. 2 diesel, ERBS and

Jet-A fuels (see Fig. 22). A similar discrimination of data was performed for

each of the other fuels tested and resulted in no significant change in the

correlations developed.
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Cetane Fuel

Although cetane (hexadecane) is not an aircraft fuel, it was included in

this study because it is a well-characterized, pure hydrocarbon which is _

generally considered as a reference fuel. The autoignitlon characteristics of

octane are summarized in Fig. 23. Since it is well known that i_nition delay

time decreases as the cetane number of a fuel is increased, it was not unexpected

that octane was found to autoignite at a much lower temperature than any of the

other fuels tested. The global activation energy determined for reaction of

cetane (see Fig. 23) was comparatively high (50.4 kcal/mole) indicating that

there is a strong sensitivity of ignition delay to inlet air temperature.

Comparable activation energies have been reported for other typical paraffin

fuels in Ref. 63. In all other respects, cetane behaved in a predictable

manner similar to the other fuels tested,

Comparison of Results

A comparison of the autoignition correlations determined for each of the

five f,lels tested is presented in Fig. 24 and in Table 3. With the exception

of octane, which had the shortest ignition delay times, the ignition delay

curves for the other typical gas turbine fuels lle within a relatively narrow

band. Although data scatter may have introduced a slight blas in the posi-

tions and slopes of some of the ignitior delay curves, a statistical analysis

indicated that the general tretlds are meaningful. In this regard, the activa-

tion energy reported for Jet-A has an uncertaiuty (i.e., one standard deviation)

of approximately _ 4 kcal/mole, the activation eL_ergy for JP-4 (exclusive of

L=7.4 cm) is uncertain to approximately + 3 kcal/mole, and the activation

energies for No. 2 diesel, ERBS and cetane fuels are uncertain to approximately

2 kcal/mole. In addition to the obvious relationship of ignition delay and

cetane number, other investigators (Ref. 66) have reported that for typical

hydrocarbon fuels, straight chaip paraffins are ignited most readily and that

increasing the aromatic content of a fuel increases the ignition delay. The

correlations shown in Fig. 24 and the fuels composition and physical properties

data summarized in Table 2 are in general agreement with these observations.

In Fig 25 the ignition delay times determined for Jet-A fuel are compared

with ignition delays measured by other investigators for typical gas turbine

fuels. The data of the previous in,restigators were correlated in Ref. 71

according to the Arrhenius equation, using a pressure exponent equal to unity (n =

1.0). Therefore, in order to permit direct comparisons of results, alternative

correlations having n ffil.O were developed for the present data and are listed

in Table 2. The figure shows that in the temperature range 675K to 775K there

is general agreement of the data; however, at higher inlet air temperatures the

present results indicate that autoignition occurs in a shorter time. A major

factor contributing to the differences between the present and previous studies

is the degree of mixing and extent of vaporization achieved. Indeed, many of

the previous investigators were concerned with autoignltion of fuel sprays, and

none of the those referenced in the figure used a multiple-source injector.

Therefore, it is likely that the major variations in the data stem from differ-

ences in physical phenomena whose relative importance have been diminished with

the present test apparatus.
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_.ffect of Mixture I)istribution

Tests were _onduct,d with JP-6 fuel to investigate the effect of injector

¢,,,_lLguration (i.e., fuel• .oncentration profile) on ignition delay. Using the

mull iple conical tube injector, tests were performed with all nineteen fuel

in iL_ctor elements ope:t and the results were compared with the results obtained

for the standard t onfiguraLion (six elements open). The atomization character-

istics of air-blast type atof:_izers, such as the conical injector, are relatively

insensitive to changes in fuel flow rate (Ref. 77); therefore, no difference in

droplet size was ,hi ,, ,raLed between configurations. (Spray distributions

mea.qured dulling lUl_.tor characterization tests were discussed earlier and

are presented in Figs. II and 13.) Tests were conducted at pressures of 15

cmd 20 arm, all inlet airflow of 0.5 kg/sec, and fuel/air equivalence ratios

af 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 1.0. The results of these tests are summarized in Fig. 26

and compared with the results "_btained for the standard injector configuration.

'lh, data indicate a definite effect of fuel concentration profile on ignition

delay t i,e; however, the differences decreased with increasing mixer/vaporizer

[eugth ,,., il, at the longest mixing length tested (116 cm), the difference in

ignitio, .Jel_Jy was negligible. At similar test conditions, longer delay times

were required tot autoignition to occur when all nineteen fuel elements were

functional, _l result which would be anticipated if the mean equivalence ratio

was less thau the theoretical value. In fact, the results of the injector

charauterizatiou tests did indicate that with all injector elements open there

was signifi,:aliL transfer of liquid to the wall and a centerline fuel concentra-

tion below the theoretical value, as discussed earlier. The increased impor-

tance of the physical processes is also manifested by a decreased sensitivity

of ignition delay time to temperature.

Effect of Fuel Temperature

A series of tests was conducted to investigate the effect of inlet fuel

temperature on ignition delay. Jet-A fuel was preheated to a temperature of

4UOK at the point of injection and tests were conducted at pressures of I0 and

20 arm, and fuel-air equivalence ratios of 0.5 and 0.7. _:e test results

indicated that, within the accuracy of the data, no significant difference in

ignition delay w_.s observed due to fuel preheating. The effect of fuel preheating

o,i the ignitiou delay of JP-4 and No. 2 fuel oil was inveotigated in Ref. 65

and it was Leported that ignition delay time decreased with increasing fuel

temperature. However, at the lowest level of preheating tested (450K), the

reduction J. delay time was small.

Small increases in fuel temperature primarily affect the physical delay

processes, i.e., atomization and vaporization. The effect on the mixture

temperature is negligible. Therefore, in order to interpret the apparently

anomalous _esult, the mean droplet sizes and vaporization rates were predicted,

with and without fuel preheat. A correlation developed by aasuja (Ref. 72) for

a similar "air spray injector" was used to predict the droplet sizes produced

by the multiple conical tube injector. The correlation used is;
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where: SHD = drop diameter, m

oI = liquid surface tension, N/m

01 " liquid density, kg/m 3

liquid viscosity, Ns/m 2

Pl : air densit), kg/m 3
oa

Ua m air velocity, m/s

D E orifice diameter, m

AFR _ local air-to-fuel ratio at injection, by weight

The correlation has two terms; the first is dominated by the air velocity while

the second is responsive to liquid (i.e., fuel) viscosity. For Jet-A fuel at

the conditions of interest, the first term is the more dominant. The UTRC

Spray Vaporization Program was used to determine the distances required for

complete vaporization. The results of these analyses indicated that the

droplet Sauter mean diameter (SMD) was decreased slightly from 30 pm to

26 pm as a result of fuel preheating to 400K, and therefore, the vaporization

distance was not changed significantly. This theoretical result is in agree-

ment with the fact that for the multiple conical tube injector, preheating the

fuel to 400K does little to influence the physical processes.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The ignition delay characteristics of five liquid hydrocarbon fuels in

air have been investigated. The test apparatus developed permitted independent

variation and control of temperature, pressure, air flow rate and fuel/air

ratio in order that the effects of each parameter could be investigated indepen-

dently. All of the fuels tested behaved in a predictable manner, that is,

ignition delay time decreased as temperature, pressure and fuel/air ratio

increased. The results for the different fuels tested (i.e., Jet-A, JP-4, No.

2 diesel, ERBS and cetane) were directly comparable, since it was shown that

the fuel spray characteristics were relatively insensitive to small changes in

fuel properties (e.g., viscosity, surface tension and density). The degree of

mixture uniformity, as indicated by the shape of the fuel concentration profile

at the point of injection, was shown to have an important effect on the ignition

delay, and demonstrated the need for careful interpretation of autoignition

data and consideration of the test apparatus and methods used for their determina-

tion. In addition, other physical phenomena such as airstream cooling due to

fuel heating, vaporization and convective heat loss can have a s{gnificant effect

on ignition delay.

m
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Ig.ition d,,lay times were correlated wi_h ambient pressure and inlet _r

temperature ac_.ording to the equation

7P2 * A exp (g---)
RT

and global activation energies ranging from 38 to 43 kcal/mole were determined

for reactio, of the typical gas turbine fuels and an activation energy of 50

kca[/mole was determined for pure cetane,
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TABLE 2

Measured Properties of Test Fuels

P_operty

API Gravity

fpecific Gravity

.'teezing Poiut*(K)

Viscosity (cs) at 250K

Surface T_)_ion* (dynes/cm)

at 298K

Total Su[l,)), wtl

Heat o_ Comt,u_tion _

Dtstillatio, (K)

IBP

I0%

50Z

90%

FBP

Aromatics) voI%

O1e_ins) rot%

Napthenes, voI%

Paraffins, voI%

Hydrogen, wt%

Cetane Jet-A JP-4 No. 2 Diesel -ERBS

51,2 45,0 54.1 34.0 37.1

.7743 .8017 .7625 .8549 .8381

291 233 215 267 244

4,35** 5.30 2.14 2.87** 7.20

22.1 22.5 21.7 24.3 24.0

0.0 .1152 .0092 .3039 .08_

20400 18622 18714 18600 18275

560 432 334 428 435

560 450 362 469 461

560 478 423 533 488

560 517 500 600 552

560 538 522 622 601

0 11.26 15.37 27.48 35.0

0 1.05 0.49 2.41 0.0

0 23.94 8.02 15.34 13.15

I00 63.75 76.12 54.77 51.85

15.03 14.06" 14.23" 13.11" 12.86

* Typical _lues

** T _ 29._K



TABLE 3

Ignition Delay Correlations

= __A exp (__ 1
pn

1 msec _ T _ 50 msec
650K _ T _ 900K

10 arm _ P _ 30 arm

0.3 _ _ _1.0

Fuel

Jet-A

JP-4

No. 2 Diesel

ERBS

Cetane

2.0

1.0

2.0

1.0

2.0

1.0

2.0

1,0

2.0

1.0

1.17 x 10 -9

4.87 x 10 -9

2.43 x 10 -9

4.00 x I0 -I0

I. It x 10-9

5.15 x I0 -I0

4.04 x 10 -13

2.65 x 10-12

E

kc a I/too le

37.78

35.09

43.0o

30.70

41.50

39.88

42.98

39.64

50.44

43.84
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TABLE AI

Ignition Delay Data for No. 2 Diesel Fuel in Air

¢ _ 0.3

Tfuel - 300 g

Conical Injector

Airflow Fuel Flow Ignition

P L Tai r Tmi x Rate Rate Vai r Delay Comments

;itm cm K K kg/sec k_,/sec m/s,e£, secxlO 3

10.4 115.6 978 943 0.5 .0118 91.7 >12.6 No Autoignition

15.7 115.6 750 726 0.5 .0115 66.5 24.8

15.4 68.6 767 742 0.5 .0125 49.1 14.0

14.9 22.9 844 815 0.5 .0136 55.5 4.1

15.1 7.6 976 941 0.5 .0135 64.0 > 1.2

20.7 115.6 717 694 0.5 .0137 33.9 34.1

20.7 68.6 755 730 0.5 .0117 35.7 19.2

20.1 22.9 769 743 0.5 .0111 37.3 6.1

20.3 7.6 778 752 0.5 .0135 37.8 2.0

25.8 115.6 700 678 0.5 .0137 26.7 43.2

24.7 68.6 717 694 0.5 .0107 28.5 24.1

25.5 22.9 741 717 0.5 .0117 28.7 8.0

25.4 7.6 731 707 0.5 .0113 28.4 2.7

24.9 7.6 740 716 0.5 .0123 29.2 2.6

30.2 115.6 686 664 0.5 .0137 22.0 52.6

29.9 68.6 694 672 0.5 .0120 22.7 30.3

29.8 22.9 715 692 0.5 .0141 23.3 9.8

No Aur.oggni tion

A-2



_:,(

P L Tai r Tmi x
arm cm K K

TABLE A2

Ignition Delay Data for No. 2 Diesel Fuel in Air

¢ = 0.5

Tfuel = 300 K

Conical Injector

Airflow Fuel Flow Igni=ion

Rate Rate Vai r Delay

k_/sec k_/sec m/sec secxlO 3

10.4 115,6 769 729 0.5

lO.l 115.6 802 759 0.5

10,3 68,6 978 924 0,5

10.2 22.9 961 908 0,5

15.2 115.6 733 695 0.5

15.3 68.6 739 701 0.5

15.1 22.9 781 740 0.5

14.8 7.6 875 827 0.5

.017L+ 72.4 16.0

.0177 77.4 15.0

.0183 92.5 > 7.4

20.3 115.6 705 669 0.5

20.4 115.6 709 673 0.5

20.9 68.6 718 681 0.5

19.8 22.9 761 721 0.5

19.6 22.9 755 715 0.5

20.6 7.6 756 716 0.5

19.8 7.6 778 737 0.5

Comments

No Autoignition

.0182 92.8 > 2.5 No Autoigni_.ion

•0175 46.9 24.6

.0172 47.5 14,4

.0170 50.9 4.5

.0175 58.3 1.3

.0169 33.9 34.1

,0173 34.1 33.9

.0170 33.6 20.4

.0171 37.3 6.1

.0173 37.4 6,1

,0164 36.1 2.1

.0170 38.6 2.0

25.4 115.6 689 654 0.5 ,0166 26.5 43.6

24.9 68.6 711 675 0.5 .0170 28.0 24.5

25.4 22.9 728 691 0.5 .0168 28.3 8.1

25.1 7.6 736 698 0.5 .0176 28.7 2.7

29.8 68.6 701 666 0.5 .0172 22.9 29.9

30.1 22.9 722 685 0.5 .0169 23.6 9.7

30.1 7.6 725 688 0.5 .0170 23.4 3.3
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P

atm

10.3

10.4

I0.0

L

cm

Tair

K

'rmix

K

TABLE A3

Ignition Delay Data for No. 2 Diesel Fuel in Air

= 0.7

Tfuel = 300 K

Conical Injector

Airflow Fuel Flow Ignition

Rat_ Rate Vai r Delay

kg/sec kg/sec m/see secxlO 3

115.6 764 710 0.5 .0237 72.1 16.O

68.6 803 746 0.5 .0244 75.4 9.1

22.9 1005 929 0.5 .0240 99.5 > 2.3

15.1 115.6 725 675 0.5

15.2 68.6 750 698 0.5

15.4 22.9 780 724 0.5

15.4 7.6 797 740 0.5

15.4 7.6 789 733 0.5

19.7 115.6 708 659 0.5

20.3 68.6 725 675 0.5

20.0 22.9 758 705 0.5

20.3 22.9 758 705 0.5

19.8 7.6 761 708 0.5

20.5 7.6 759 706 0.5

Comments

25.6 115.6 692 645 0.5

25.1 68.6 717 668 0.5

25.3 22.9 742 690 0.5

24.7 7.6 742 690 0.5

No Autoignition

.0240 46.8 24.7

.0235 48.4 14.2

.0244 49.9 4.6

.0239 51.0 1.5

.0237 50.8 1.5

.0230 35.0 33.0

.0243 34.9 19.7

.0239 36.6 6.2

.0239 35.3 6.5

.0235 37.8 2.0

.0233 36.4 2.1

.0238 26.5 43.9

.0239 28.1 24.4

.0235 28.6 8.0

.0239 29.5 2.6
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P

arm

10.2

10.3

10.6

i0,0

L

cm

Tair
K

TABLE A4

Ignition Delay Data (or No. 2 Diesel Fuel in Air

- 1.0

Tfuel = 300 K
Conical Injector

Tmix
K

Airflow Fuel Flow Ignitlon

Rate Rate Vai r Delay 3
kg/sec kg/sec m/see secxlO

115.6 764 690 0,5 .0349 73.0 15.8

68,6 800 722 0.5 .0338 75.6 9,1

22.9 875 787 0,5 ,0350 81.6 2.8

7.6 978 878 0.5 .0332 96.1 > 0.8

15.1 115.6 730 661

15.3 68,6 758 685

15.5 22,9 794 716

15.4 22.9 794 716

15.4 7.6 806 727

Comments

20.3 115.6 711 644

20.2 68.6 737 667

20.2 22.9 767 693

20.5 7.6 769 695

No Autoignition

0.5 .0343 46.9 24.6

0.5 .0348 45.7 14.1

0.5 .0339 50.1 4.6

0,5 .0336 50.9 4,5

0,5 .0335 51.6 1.5

0.5 .0345 34.2 33.8

0,5 .0342 35.6 19.2

0.5 .0344 36.1 6,3

0,5 .0326 37.0 2.1



TABLE A5

Ignition Delay Data for ERBS Fuel in Air

0=0.3

Tfuel = 300 K

Conical Injector

Airflow Fuel Flow Ignition

P L Tai r Tmi x Rate Rate Vai r Delay

a_m cm K K k_/sec k_/sec m/set secx[O 3

Comments

10.3 115.6 997 961 0.5 .0135 95.5 > 12.0

10.4 68.6 983 948 0.5 .0121 93.7 > 7.3

No Autoignition

No Autoignitiou

15.1 115.6 752 727 0.5 .0124 49.6 23.0

14.7 115.6 772 746 0.5 .0113 51.7 22.1

15.4 68.6 781 755 0.5 .0128 50,1 13.7

15.4 22.9 814 787 0.5 .0137 52.1 4.4

15.2 22.9 783 757 0.5 .0141 50.2 4.6

20.4 115.6 699 677 0.5 .0113 33.9 33.7

20.7 68.6 750 725 0.5 .0121 35.9 19.1

20.7 22.9 753 728 0.5 .0139 35.9 6.4

19.8 22.9 756 731 0.5 .0141 37.5 6.1

20.0 7.6 828 800 0.5 .0107 40.0 [.9

25.3 115.6 711 68_ 0.5 .0104 27.8 41.1

25.1 68.6 733 709 0.5 .0107 28.9 23,7

25.4 22.9 744 720 0.5 .0110 28,4 8.0

25.3 7.6 752 727 0.5 .0135 29.0 2.6

30,I 115.6 681 659 0.5 .0130 22.3 51.4

29,8 68.6 718 695 0.5 .0127 23.9 28.7

30.0 22.9 736 712 0,5 .0110 23.9 9.6

30.4 7.6 742 717 0.5 .0121 24.1 3.2



TABLE A6

Ignition Delay Data For ERBS Fuel in Air

0-0.5

True.l = 300 K
Conical Injector

Airflow Fuel Flow

P L Tai r Tmi x Rate Rat_ Vai r
arm cm Z K k_/sec k_/sec m/sec

10.2 115.6 814 771 0.5

10.3 68.6 994 948 0.5

14.9 115.6 731 692 0.5

15.1 68.6 769 728 0.5

15.4 22.9 778 737 0.5

15.1 7.6 978 924 0.5

14,9 7.6 956 903 0.5

20.4 115.6 713 077 0.5

19.7 68.6 739 701 0.5

20.2 22.9 747 708 0.5

20.0 7.6 794 752 0.5

20.0 7.6 778 737 0.5

25.6 115.6 696 661 0.5

25.4 68.6 736 698 0.5

25.2 22.9 733 695 0.5

25.6 7.6 747 708 0.5

30.0 115.6 678 644 0.5

30.2 08.6 708 672 0.5

30.5 22.9 725 688 0.5

30.2 7.6 728 691 0.5

.0169 79,0

.0162 95.3

Ignition

Delay
secxlO 3

Comments

14,5

>7.2 No Autoignition

.0165 48.5

.0167 50.5

.0168 49.4

.0160 63,4

.0174 62.8

23.5

13,6

4.6

> 1.2

> 1.2

No Autoignition

No Autoignition

.0170 34,6

.0172 37.0

.0176 36.9

.0150 38.8

.0172 38.2

33.0

18 ,b

6.2

2.0

2.0

.0159 26.9

.0183 28,6

,0174 28.2

,0165 28.5

42.5

24.0

8.1

2.7

.0165 22.4

.0158 23.2

.0170 23.0

.0171 23.5

51.4

29.5

9.9

3.2



'I'AI_I ,I.; A7

Ignit loll D¢'l'ly tot ERB:; Fuel in Air

,, C).7

True I '_ 300 K

t;ouical lnjoctor

lO,4 II'_.(_ l(_l 11 _ O.b .0241 13.11 I'_.I

II1, _ t_8,l_ 80 _ 140 O. ". .0221'J I1 .I) _.q

IL). I .'2.q till;) t} I ] (). '_1 .t);) {{I I_(|.() % "2.4 No Autoigni t ion

10.2 1.ll tll,,,I ttO'l O.h .O2._(_ 9/i. ] " 0.8 No Atttoig, nit ion

I'_. I 11'1.b 714 **bq 0.'1 .O228 4_1.8 '24.4

14.o t_8. to /,_t_ /O'_ t).'_ .0231 '_O.2 I {.7

I') .'2 22.'1 //h 12'_ 0.'_ .O'2 _l 4q. 7 4 .(1

1'1.'2 1.{_ 81 I I'13 O.'t .0230 't2.4 1.b

I h. '2 /. Ii 80 t) /4 3 0. '_ . t) 235 51. (1 I. '_

20.I I1'_.(_ {_q*l tt'12 0.'_ .0232 34.4 {3.O

20.O 118 .t_ /3_ _182 0.'_ .O220 3_1.2 lit .'4

Iq.t) 22.q /!1(} (_'4/ O.'_ .t)235 3b.8 t,.2

20.t) l.tl ]bl Ill t).'_ .0234 40.O I.q

25.4 I Lh.b tiBq t_42 O. '1 .022_ 20.8 42.7

;?_. { 1,8.O 723 t_/) O.'_ .O233 28.2 24.3

2_.b 22.q 14t) t_88 O.5 .0234 28.2 8.1

24._1 I.O Iql lit) '1 I,}._ .0?38 2q.8 2.O

2q.4 115.(_ (17!1 (_2q 0.'_ .0228 22.O 50. l

30.5 b8.O 111 tlt_8 O.b .0228 23.0 2'-t.8

30.4 22.q 731 tl80 0.'_ .0233 23.7 q.t_

2q .8 7.t_ 738 bSb O. 5 .0232 24.0 3. I

A-8
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TABLE A8

Ignition Delay for ERBS Fuel iu Air

--"'i_'i1_

N

//:!i

!%,:

_- 1,0

Tfue l " ]00 K

Coui,:al Injector

Ai.rf[ow Fuel Fl,,w Ignitlou

1' L Tai r Tmi x R_te lia_e V_)ir Delay
_t111 _'t11 K K k_ / _t._.h: .__k,_/8o¢ m/t)e¢ .ecxl03

10.3 115,() 7o7 093 0,5 .0332 /3.4 ,IS .b

10.2 oS.t_ 814 734 0.5 .0335 ,:'*. 1 8.7

10.3 '2'2._) 80o 781 0.5 .033o 8.' _ 2.8

10.3 I.o _)18 818 0.5 .0338 _13.0 " 0.8

I '_..) 1 l_ .b 724 h_'_ 0._ .03J3 47 .ll 24.3

l.'¢. q oS.t) 1o4 o_0 0.') .I)3J _) 50.0 13.o

I '_. '_ ?) .q 18'_ 712 O. 5 .OJJq 4q .8 _).b

I h. 2 ! .O 8')5 ]44 t}. 5 .033h '_. ,t I ./¢

'.!0..'+ llh.o 701 040 0.'_ .OL&4 30.3 .'t3.3

_l).t) t)8.t) It¢4 012 O. 5 ,l)3Jl 30.8 [8.0

2l),4 ",2)2,<) 70/ O93 0,5 ,0338 30.8 0.2

20,0 7,0 780 71.2 0,5 ,l)334 38,0 2,0

No Autolgtlition

_° ":' ...... _"":....... " ...... , .... '°' .... " =_ ".... """°':':' " '%° '"'", ..... 2"_'" : :":_':_' "_ ....... ,.. • ',: _Z_



TABI,E Aq

I_;ntt Ion Del'ly l)'lttl for Jet-A Fuol i_l Air

@ = O.:i

Airflow Fuel Flow

P I, fair 1'mix Rnto R:|to Vai l . Tt-ut, 1

,,t], .... c)_ ..... K ______ kz/sec k_Jse¢ m/see K

l),ji i t ion

I}e l ¢1y

st, c x I t)3

I '_..' q '_ . I 1 | / ¢_q4 O, _ ,0 It12 44,2 RIO

L_tHiinlt, tl[ H

_'0. I 83.8 10o ()8 _ t), _ ,l} It}4 J3,3 .tO0

20. 4 ", 4.8 1,_0 /Ib 0,5 .Oll)4 3/_.7 3110

_)t), 4 "L_ , 9 78.4 "750 I1,5 ,I) LI)4 i)b, "2 300

20. ] ")"_,') 8Or) 173 1.0 .0201, 71 9 300

•) .)_i)._ O./I ] _),:i /)0() [1,_) o l) [ (,)4 .,_O. t ) 311 i,1

22.4 Strem_d il_t, I_x.iector

25,2 " "

Ib .4 " "

O. 3 " "

3.2 " "

1.7 " "

.! '_. 2 22. '1 7.lq / Lb tl, % .t) It) _) 27 .l'l .I00 8.2 " "

2'_. I )2,9 /<)L) 1.).0 I .0 .0201 55 .b 3Oil 4. I " "

2 '_. '_ t). <) lo [ 730 O. _) .0 [04 28 . :_ JL)O 2.2 " _'

.',',. ", t) .,'_ 772 740 I .l) .0211 bg. 3 3Ok) l. [ " "
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TABLE AIO

Ignition Oelay Data for Jet-A Fuel in Air

¢=0.5

Airflow Fuel Flow Ignition

P L Tai r Tmi x Rate Rate Vai r Tfuel Delay Comments

arm cm K K k_/sec k_/se!, m/sec K secxl03

I0.2 129.5 761 72l

lO.l 116.9 722 685

I0.5 I16.9 722 685

10.b ,|6.9 694 659

10.4 115.6 756 716

10.2 99.! 733 095

[0.5 83.8 740 701

I0.0 09.9 753 714

9.8 09.9 831 780

10.2 69.9 772 731

10.0 08.0 808 705

10.4 53.3 806 763

10.2 24.2 951 898

15.2 99.1 694 059

15.3 83.8 715 678

15.2 53.3 744 705

15.7 22.9 790 747

15.0 22.9 793 750

15.2 6.4 794 751

20.3 115.6 705 009

20.4 1[5.6 702 666

20.1 83.8 707 o71

20.3 08.0 722 085

20.2 08.0 717 080

20.3 24.2 736 098

20.1 24.2 750 7[I

20.3 24.2 753 714

I9.0 8.9 73] 694

20.3 6.4 778 737

23.8 53.3 706 670

25.4 0.4 733 696

0 5 .0172

0 5 .0171

0 5 .0173

0 5 .0170

0 5 .0170

0 5 .0172

0 5 .0174

0 5 .0172

0 5 .0173

0 5 .0170

0 5 .0172

0 5 .O[72

0 5 .0170

73.0

69.5

07.2

65.0

71 .l

07.5

(_6.6

70.0

81.8

74 .t)

79.2

73.5

90.9

300 17.2

300 lb. 8

300 17.2

402 18.0

300 lo. 3

300 14 7

300 12 6

3OO 9 9

300 8 5

413 9 3

300 8 7

300 7 3

300 >2 7

0.5 .O172 43.3

0.5 .0172 44.4

0.5 .0177 46.6

0.5 .0172 47.7

1.0 .0354 103.3

0.5 .0170 49.7

0.5 .0171 34.0

0.5 .017(3 33.6

0.5 .0170 33.3

0.5 .0175 35.1

0.5 .0171 34.9

0.5 .0170 35.4

0.5 .O174 30.l

0.5 .0[75 35.3

0.5 .0165 30.9

1.0 .0333 74.0

0.5 .0170 28.1

0.5 .0160 27.4

300 22.9

300 18.9

300 11.5

300 4.8

300 2.2

300 1.3

Streamline Injector

Conical Injector
I! I!

I! II

II II

Streamline Injector
II It

Conical Injector
t! It

II It

II I|

Streamline Injector

Conical Injector, No

Auto ign i t i on

Streamline Injector

If If

It tl

II II

It II

300 34.0 Conical Injector

300 34.4 " "

300 25.2 Streamline Injector

300 19.5 Conical Injector

300 19.6 " "

300 6.8 " "

300 O. 7 " "

300 O. 5 " "

300 2.4 Streamline injector

300 0.9 " "

300 19.0 " "

300 2.3 " "
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I' I, Tai.r Tmix
;I t ill cns K K

lgn [ t i oil

Ai.rl Low

Rate

TAB1.F, A1 1

Oolay Dnta for Jet-A Fuel

¢_0.7

Fuel FLow

Rate Vai r Tfuei

kg/,'io¢ Ill/8t'¢ K

Lti.t) LLo.q 739 o88 0.5 .023q 72.5 300

IO.q I Io.q 724 b74 0.5 .023') 04.9 300

lt).'_ llo.q 700 o52 0.'i .t1235 oS.q 402

I I. 1 I lo.q 7o5 o57 O, 5 .0241 02.0 402

I0.3 1 lb .o 742 (_qO O. 5 .0238 70.2 300

10.2 gq. J 72g c)/'q t},5 .t12 Jo 6t).9 300

lt). L) q9.1 117 oh8 0.5 .023{_ 04.9 300

10.2 83.8 747 oq4 O.b .0232 bq,q 300

lt),O l)q.9 750 097 i1.5 ,0243 07. I 300

lt). l bq.9 778 722 O. 5 .t)238 74 .b 300

lO,b bq,q 750 703 0.5 ,t)252 70.4 400

ltl.5 53.3 789 733 0.5 .0232 71 .5 300

I [.i 24.2 803 74b t),5 .0745 08.2 300

I0.2 24.2 q14 84o 0.5 .t)245 87.2 403

I0.'_ 22.q 850 788 0.5 .0232 77.0 3uO

I0.I B.9 ')80 q13 0.5 .O24l 94.I 300

15.2 83.8 722 072 0.5 .0230 45.2 300

I5.I 53. } 7q2 700 0.5 .0232 41.3 300

|).4 22.q 783 727 0.5 .t)232 48.2 JOt)

15.0 b.4 7q4 737 0.5 .0232 50.2 3UO

0.5

0.5

0 5

0 5

0 5

0 5

0 5

20.0 115 .o o98 05{)

20.3 115.b Oq4 (_4b

19.5 09.9 712 b03

20.2 o8.0 71b be7

lq.9 08.0 711 l_t)2

2t1.3 24.2 722 o72

20.3 8.9 711 bb2

20.3 8.9 711 be2

17.7

IB.9 " "

Ib. 5 " "

13.0 Streamline Ill iector

15.3 " "

12.1 " "

10.4 Conical lnjL, ctor

9.3 " "

9.8 " "

].5 Streamline itljector

3.0 Conical Lnjcctor

2.7 " "

3.0 Stream[ ine injector

>0.95 Conical injector,

NO Autoignition

18.0 Streamline injector

I 1.3 " "

4.8 " "

1.3 " "

.0240 34.0 300

.0233 33,4 300

.0238 35.4 300

.0235 34.9 300

.0238 35.2 300

.0235 34.4 300

.022b 33.7 300

,022! 33.7 300

33.9 Conical Injector

34 .O " "

19.7 " "

19.7 " "

L9.5 " "

7.0 " "

2.0 " "

2 .b " "

A-12
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TABLE A12

Ignition Delay Data for JP-4 Fuel in Air

¢_ ffi 0.3

Tfuel = 300 K

Couical Injector

Airflow Fuel Flow Ignition

P L Tai r Tmi x Rate Rate Vai r Delay Comments

arm cm K K k$/scc k_/sec m/see secx103

10.8 115.6 994 958 0.5 .0131 89.7 >12.9 No Autoignition

LO.3 68.6 964 930 0.5 .0103 91.5 > 7.5 No Autoignition

15.1 115.6 783 756 0.5 .0100 51.3 22.3

15.7 115.0 744 720 0.5 .0112 40.3 25.0

14.9 69•9 757 732 0.5 .0100 49.2 ]4.2

14.9 69.9 778 752 0.5 .0107 50.2 13.9

15.3 24.2 792 765 0.5 .0103 50.2 4.8
14.9 24.2 769 744 0.5 .0109 49.9 4.8

15.2 22.9 856 826 0.5 .0128 54.8 4.2

%_ 15.5 7.6 978 943 0.5 .0117 62.0 > 1.2

_ 20.5 115.0 736 712 0.5 •0096 35.4 32.3

_ 20.3 115.6 717 694 0.5 •0122 34.4 33•5

_ 20.0 69.9 736 712 0.5 .0105 35.6 19.7
¢

19.4 68.6 759 734 0.5 .0124 38.5 17.8

_ 20.0 24.2 756 731 0.5 .0110 36 7 6.6

20.7 7.6 747 722 0.5 .0113 35.2 2.2

20,7 7,6 814 787 0.5 ,0113 39,5 1,9

25.4 115.6 711 688 0.5 .0131 27.3 42.2

24.8 115.6 725 702 0.5 .OU91 28.6 40.4

25.2 69.9 714 691 0.5 .0110 27.4 25.5

26.4 69•9 712 689 0.5 .0109 26.1 26.8

25.1 7.6 736 712 0.5 .0106 28.5 2.7

24.6 7.6 728 705 0.5 .0113 28.2 2.7

25.2 7.6 780 754 1.0 .0208 61.4 1.4

30.0 7.6 717 694 0.5 .0106 23.2 3.3

28.8 7.6 764 738 1.0 .0212 52.7 1.4

No Autoignition
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P L r_[ r Tmix
21 [ I|| _lil K K

10. l I lt).q /93 751

It).5 115.o 775 734

10.2 (_9.9 824 779

10.1 69.9 797 754

IO.0 69.9 808 765

15 5 116._

15 2 llo.q

15 3 115.6

15 2 69.9

15 2 69.9

15 1 68.6

15 3 24.2

15 0 24.2

14.9 22.9

14.9 8.9

15.3 7.0

15.4 7.6

124 687

734 696

729 092

731 b94

728 691

781 740

744 705

707 727

786 74_

837 792

767 726

806 763

20.8 110.9 711 675

20.3 115.o 725 688

20.3 69.9 703 667

20.0 08.6 747 702

20.3 24.2 729 092

20.0 22.9 736 698

20.3 7.6 731 694

19.8 7.6 731 694

19.6 7.6 731 094

20.1 7.0 761 721

Ignition l)elay

TABLE AI3

Data for JP-4 Fuel in Air

= 0.5

Tfuel _ 300 K

Conical Injector

Airflow Fuel Flow

Rate Rate Val r

k_g/sec kg/sec m/see

Ignition

Delay

secxlO 3

0.5 .0172 75.6 15.5

0.5 .0177 71.7 lb.l

0.5 .0170 78.2 8.9

0.5 .0109 75.9 9.2

0.5 .0171 77.7 9.0

0.5 .0180 45.1 25.9

0.5 .0178 46.8 25.0

0.5 .0176 47.1 24.2

0.5 .0172 413.4 15.1

0.5 .0171 46.2 15.1

0.5 .0169 50.9 13.5

0.5 .0176 47.0 5.1

0.5 .0177 49.3 4.9

0.5 .0173 51.5 4.4

0.5 .0168 54.3 1.6

0.5 .0168 48.6 1.6

0.5 .0181 51.3 1.5

0.5 .0168 33.1 35.3

0.5 .0174 35.3 32.3

0.5 .017l 33.4 20.9

0.5 .0168 36.7 18.7

0.5 .0168 34.9 6.9

0.5 .018o 35.8 6.4

0.5 .0152 35.0 2.2

O.5 .0163 35.7 2.1

0.5 .0177 30.3 2.1

0.5 .0168 37.0 2.1

24.8 115.6 700 670 0.5 .0173 27.7

25.4 69.9 711 675 0.3 .0177 27.1

25.5 68.6 722 685 0.5 .0171 27.6

25.8 7.6 706 670 0.5 .0171 26.5

25.2 7.0 7it 675 0.5 .0170 27.4

30.0 68.0 708 672 0.5 .01o0 22.9

29.9 7.6 702 066 0.5 .0181 22.8

41.8

25.8

24.9

2.9

2.8

29.9

3.3

A-14
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p L Tai r Tmi x

arm cm K K

10.3 116.9 782 726

10.3 69.9 781 725

I0.I 69.9 792 735

10.2 09.9 792 735

10.4 24.2 888 823

14.9 110.9 733 682

15.0 115.0 731 680

14.7 68.6 758 705

15.1 68.6 769 715

14.6 68.6 767 713

15.3 22.9 772 717

15.2 8.9 778 723

15.2 8.9 764 710

15.3 7.6 814 756

15.3 7.6 822 763

20.0 116.9 706 658

20.0 115.6 719 670

19.7 68.6 733 682

20.4 68.6 744 692

20.3 22.9 739 688

19.9 7.6 733 682

20.6 7.6 767 713

20.3 7.6 764 711

25.9 115.6 700 652

25.4 68.6 717 668

25.2 7.6 717 668

25.1 7.6 728 678

29.4 7.6 713 664

TABLE A14

Ignition Delay Data for JP-4 Fuel in Air

_=0.7

Tfuel = 300 K

Con_ cal Injector

Airflow Fuel Flow Ignition

Rate Rate Vai r Delay Comments

ks/see kg/sec m/see secxl03

0.5 .0246 73.4 15.9

0.5 .0243 73.3 9.5

0.5 .0241 75.78 9.2

0.5 .0240 70.9 9.9

0.5 .0241 83.0 >2.9
No Autoignit ion

0.5 .0242 47.7 24.5

0.5 .0247 48.1 23.8

0.5 .0242 50.2 13.7

0.5 .0247 50.0 13.7

0.5 .0252 50.5 13.6

0.5 .0254 49.b 4.6

0.5 .0233 49.5 1.8

0.5 .0235 48.7 1.8

0.5 .0254 52.3 1.5

0,5 .0247 52.9 1.4

0.5 ,0246 34.2 34.2

0.5 .0239 35.5 32.2

0.5 .0246 36.1 19.0

0.5 .0247 35.8 19.2

0.5 .0247 35.5 6.4

0.5 .0247 35.7 2.1

0.5 .0251 30.4 2.1

0.5 .0248 36.9 2.1

0.5 .0250 20.3 43.9

0.5 .0244 27.4 25.0

0.5 .0238 27.6 2.8

0.5 .0238 28.7 2.7

0.5 .0235 23.6 3.2
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TABLEAI5

Ignition Dolay Data for JP-4 Fuel in Air

0=1.0

Tfuel = 300 K

Conical Injector

Airflow Fuel Flow Ignition

i' L Tai r Tmi x Rate Rate Vai r Delay

arm cm K K k_/sec k_/sec m/see secxl03

9.9 116,9 1_'_ 707 0.5 .0348 76.3 15.3

10.2 69.9 808 729 0.5 .0343 76.6 9.1

10.t 8.9 97E 878 0.5 .0328 93.8 > 0.95

15.3 115.6 747 675 0.5 .0327 48.4 23.6

15.1 115.0 739 668 0.5 .0326 48.2 23.7

15.2 08.6 758 685 0.5 .O340 48.5 14.1

15.3 08.6 783 707 0.5 .0331 50.4 13.6

14.9 68.6 775 700 0.5 .0338 51.0 13.4

15.0 22.9 778 703 0.5 .0321 51.3 4.6

15.1 8.9 794 716 0.5 .0325 50.9 1,7

15.5 7.6 794 710 0.5 .0341 49.9 1.5

15.1 7.6 822 741 0.5 .0326 53.6 1.4

20.3 115.6 711 644 0.5 .0331 34.6 33.1

20.7 68.6 736 666 0.5 .0336 34.7 19.8

20.4 68.6 750 678 0.5 .0328 36.0 19.0

20.7 7.6 761 688 0.5 .0349 35.6 2.t

24.8 7.6 747 675 0.5 .0358 29.3 2.6

Comments

No Autoignition

j A- 16
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P L Tai r Tmi x

arm cm K K

10.7 115,6 731 703

10.2 68.6 758 727

10.3 22.9 978 930

I0.I 7.6 978 930

TABLE A16

Ignition Delay for Cetane Fuel in Air

@=0.3

Tfuel = 305 K

Conical Injector

Airflow Fuel Flow Ignition

Rate Rate Vai r Delay

k_/sec k_/sec m/sec aecxl03

0.5 .0104 67.6 16,9

0,5 ,0098 73,5 9.3

0.5 .0122 94.0 > 2.4

0.5 .0123 95.1 > 0.8

15.4 115.6 675 651 0.5

15.6 68.6 711 685 0,5

15.2 22.9 719 693 0.5

15.1 7.6 784 752 0.5

20,3 115.6 663 A40 0.5

20.3 68.6 686 b(,l 0.5

20.7 22.9 708 682 0.5

20.2 7.6 714 687 0.5

25.8 115.6 657 635 0.5

25.8 68.6 671 647 0.5

25.8 22.9 689 664 0.5

25.2 7.6 700 674 0.5

30.5 115.6 643 619 0.5

30.1 69.6 666 642 0.5

30.0 22.9 669 645 0.5

30.1 7.6 681 656 0.5

.0100 43.4 26.3

.0098 45.0 15.2

.0107 46.6 4.8

.0090 51.0 1.5

.0093 32.0 35.4

.0099 33.2 20,7

.0091 34.] 6.7

.0093 34.7 2.2

.0098 25.1 45.5

.0105 25.5 26.9

•0093 26.0 8.8

.0098 27.1 2.8

.0093 20.8 55.1

.0095 21.7 31.6

.0094 21.9 10.4

.0093 21.9 3.5

Com_Llent_

No Autoigni=ion

No Autolgnition
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P L Tair Tmix
atm cm K K

10.1 115.6 689 652

i0.2 08.6 719 679

10.2 22.9 739 697

10.O 7.6 772 726

15.2 115.6 671 635

15.1 68.6 692 655

15.1 22.9 708 669

15.0 7.6 715 675

20.0 115.6 658 624

20.0 68.6 677 641

20,3 22.9 689 652

20.1 7.6 702 664

._5.6 115.6 647 613

24.6 68.6 666 631

25.5 22.9 683 646

25.7 7.6 689 652

29.8 115.6 641 608

29.8 68.6 661 626

30.0 68.6 657 622

30.0 22.9 674 638

29.6 7,6 683 646

TABLE AI7

Ignition Delay for Cetane Fuel in Air

*=0.5

Tfuel = 305 K

Conical Injector

Airflow Fuel Flow Ignition

Rate Rate Vai r Delay

kg/sec k_/sec m/sec secxl03

0.5 .0170 67.3 17,0

0.5 .0171 69.7 9.8

0.5 .O171 71.5 3.2

0.5 .0171 75.8 I.O

Comments

0.5 .0169 43.5 26.3

0.5 .O171 45.1 15.2

0.5 .0171 46.3 4.9

0.5 .0171 46,8 1.6

0.5 .0165 32.5 35.2

0.5 .0168 32.9 20.8

0.5 .O174 33.9 6.7

0.5 ,0175 34,4 2,2

0.5 .0173 25.0 45.6

0.5 .0174 25.7 26.6

0.5 .0171 26.1 8.8

0.5 .0172 26.2 2.9

0.5 .0168 21.3 53.7

0.5 .0172 21.8 31.4

0.5 .0174 21.5 32.0

0.5 .0177 22.0 10.4

0.5 .0170 22,4 3.4
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TABLE A18

Ignition Delay for Cetane Fuel in Air

_-0.7

Tfue] _ 305 K

Conical Injector

Airflow Fuel Flow- Ignition

P L Tai r Tmi x Rate Rate V_i r Delay
arm em K K k_/eec k_/sec m/see secxl03

10.2 115.6 691 641 0.5 .0240 66.9 17.1

10.3 6B.6 719 666 0.5 .0240 68.6 I0.0

10.4 22.9 744 688 0.5 .0238 70.7 3.2

10.2 7.6 761 702 0.5 .0240 73.5 1.0

Comments

15.1 115.6 672 624 0.5 .0239 44.0 26.0

15.0 68.6 686 636 0.5 .0234 45.0 15.2

15.2 22.9 708 656 0.5 .0236 45.9 5.0

15.4 7.6 722 668 0.5 .0239 46.3 1.6

20.3 115.6 656 609 0.5 .0236 32.0 35.7

20.0 68.6 678 629 0.5 .0238 33.2 20.6

20.3 22.9 697 646 0.5 .0236 34.1 6.7

20.3 7.6 708 656 0.5 .0239 34.4 2.2

25.4 115.6 650 604 0.5 .0237 25.3 45.2

25.4 68.6 6v3 620 0.5 .0245 25.7 26.6

25.8 22.9 686 636 0.5 .0240 25.8 8.9

25.6 7.6 697 646 0.5 .0244 26.6 2.9

30.7 115.6 644 599 0.5 .0235 20.7 55.2

29.9 68.6 663 616 0.5 .0236 21.8 31.5

29.9 22.9 678 629 0.5 .0236 22.2 10.3

29.9 7.6 689 649 0.5 .0244 22.4 3.4
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TABLE Al9

Ignition Delay for Cetane Fuel in Air

= 1.0

Tfuel = 305 K

Conical Injector

Airflow Fuel Flow Ignition

P L Tai r Tmi x Rate Rate Vai r Delay 3
aim cm K K k_/sec k$/sec m/sec secxlO

10.I 115.6 697 627 0.5 .0343 68.0 16.8

10.3 68.6 724 650 0.5 .0348 69.8 W.8

10.2 22.9 747 669 0.5 .0344 72.2 3.2

10.3 7.6 772 690 0.5 .0347 74.2 1.0

15.1 115.6 678 611 0.5 .0334 44.2 25.8

14.9 66.6 700 630 0.5 .0343 46.2 14.8

]5.4 22.9 716 043 0.5 .0334 45.7 5.0

15.1 7.6 725 651 0.5 .0338 47.3 1.6

19.7 115.6 662 597 0.5 .0316 33.2 34.5

19.8 68.6 666 017 0.5 .0326 33.9 20.2

19.5 22.9 706 634 0.5 .0325 35.9 6.4

19.8 7.6 711 639 0.5 .0346 35.1 2.2

Comments



TABLE A20

Ignition Delay for JP-4 Fuel in Air

_ 0.3

Tfuel _ 300 K

Conical Injector

Airflow Fuel Flow Ignition

P L Tai r Tmi x Rate Rate V@i r Delay
arm cm K K k_/sec k_/sec m/aec secxlO 3

15.1 115.6 783 756 0.5 ,0100 51.3 22.3

15,2 22.9 856 826 0,5 .0128 54,8 4.2

14.9 22.9 978 943 0.5 .0113 64.6 >3.5

15.5 7.6 978 943 0.5 .0117 62.0 >1.2

20.5 I15.6 736 712 0.5 .0096 35.4 32.3

19.b I15.0 740 71b 0.5 .0113 37.1 30.8

20.3 68.6 800 773 0.5 .0101 38.9 17.6

19.4 68.6 759 734 0.5 .0124 38.5 17.8

20.2 7.6 814 787 0.5 .0113 39.5 1.9

20.9 7.6 972 938 0.5 .O121 45.5 1.7

w
Comme n t s

6 elements

6 elements

All elements, No

Autoignition

6 elements, No

Autolgnition

6 elements

All elements

All elements

6 elements

O elements

All elements

Center and outer injector elements capped = 6 elements

All injector elements open = All elements
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iII III

15.L

15.3

l?J. l

I'+J. 1

1+5.4

14 ._)

_5 ._

lb.1

20.3

19 .b

2O. 0

2O. 0

20.3

21) .0

20. I

20.7

TABI,E ^2l

Lg, it ion Drlay for dP-4 Fut'l in Ai.]+

¢_0.5

+1'|111,1 = 3100 K

Conic;ll Injector

Airflow Fucl Flow Ignition

I, Tai r 'rmi x Rare R:itc Va_ r De_y

.,, K Z ...... _k_,/..,,_ _/..,_," ,,/_,_ _e.'xt0 3

ll5.o 181 140 t).5 .0175 50.9 22,5

Llb.O 72q Ilq2 0.5 .0170 47.1 24.2

bS.b 814 77l 0.b ,0174 53.0 12._

t+8.o 78l 140 0.'I ,Oloq 50.9 13.5

t,_.tl _)19 868 0.5 ,0[73 58.t_ 3.q

27 .q 780 744 0,5 ,0L/3 bl .5 4,4

22 .q 801_ 7113 0.5 .t_tSl 5t .3 1.5

22.t_ t)78 924 t).') .l)178 03.7] >1.2

11_i.O 725 t_88 0.5 .O174 35.3 32.3

115.b 722 b85 0.5 .OlSl 3b.2 31 .b

b8.0 7b? 720 0.5 .O170 37.7 18.2

08.0 147 702 0.5 .0108 30.7 18.7

22.q 772 732 0.5 .0173 37.3 b.l

22.9 73b t)q8 0.5 .OLSb 35,8 b.4

7.b 7bl 721 0.5 .Olb8 37.0 2.1

7.6 842 790 0.5 ,0175 39.8 1.9

Coll|1111_ i'1 t .q

AIL t,lemonts

O e Lements

A| I elements

11 e [tHIIOIlliN

AlL elements

0 elements

{.1 e [ el_t+ |'it

All t,l,+,lllelll+..I, No

Auto i glli L iOll

AIl elements

All t+lements

b elements

All elements

b elements

b elements

All elements

Center and ot,ter injector elements capped = f3 elements

ALL injector elements open = All elements

A - 2 '2



P

arm

TABI,E A22

Ignition Delay for JP-4 Fuel in Air

20.0

20 0

20 0

20.4

20.1

20 1

20.3

20.3

20.0

20.0

$=0.7

'rfuel = 300 K

¢m_h" al hliec_or

Airflow Fuel Flow Ignit(_,,:

L Tai r Tmi x Rate Rate Vai r Delay Comments

cm K K kg/sec kg/sec m/see secxlO 3

115,6 731 680 0.5 ,0247 48.1 23.8 0 elements

115.6 769 715 0.5 .0251 50.6 22.6 All elements

08.0 769 715 0.5 .O247 50.0 13.7 6 elements

08.b 797 740 0.5 .0250 53,1 12,9 All el t,ment s

o8.0 707 713 0.5 .0252 50.5 13.b b elements

'2'2.9 814 750 0.5 .0243 53.1 4.3 All elemeuts

22.q 822 703 0.5 .O241 54.8 4.2 All elemeut s

22.q 772 717 0.5 .0254 49.0 4.(_ O t,h'me111 s

/,b 814 750 0,5 .0254 52.3 1.5 o eh,nu, nts

7.b q25 857 0.5 .0252 59.b 1.3 All elomeut s

7.0 q78 ql}5 0.5 .0247 b30 ;1.2 All ele|neuts_ No

Autoigu [t ion

115.6 719 b70 0.5 .0239 35.5 32.2 b elemonts

115.6 747 004 0.5 .0241 36.8 31.1 All elements

115.0 739 688 0.5 .0241 35.9 31.8 All ehnnent s

08.6 744 b92 0.5 .O247 35.8 19.2 b elements

08.6 753 700 0.5 .0254 30.9 !8.6 All elements

22,9 758 705 0.5 .0245 30.9 0.2 All elements

22.9 739 088 0.5 .0247 35.5 6.4 b elements

7.0 764 711 0.5 .0248 30.9 2.1 b elements

7.6 707 713 0.5 .O251 30.4 2.1 0 elements

7.0 794 737 (1.5 .0247 38.3 1.0 All e h,ments

Center and outer hljector elements capped = 0 elements

All injector t, lements opetl = All elemeuts

A-2



TABI,EA23

lpilition l)etay for JP-4 Fuel in Air

¢_ = 1.0

'i'fu0[ = 300 K

Conical Injector

Airtlow Fuel Flow

P 1, Tai r Tmi x Rate Rate Vai r

,it ,l__ c._ ....... K .K...... k_/ ._e____i__k_; / ._,,c m/see

lgn i. t ion

DO 1 ,:1y C(lll.lle IIt ,'-I

sex × I 03

1!) .3

1'). I

I '). 0

15. 1

1!). ;3

14.9

14.7

15.0

lb.2

tb.l

lib t) 747

I I ') o /3,)

1151 0 772

68 o 79!_

08 O 783

o8 o 775

22 9 828

22 .q 778

7.o 892

7 .b 822

o/b 0.!)

008 O. ')

oq7 0.5

71o O.'i

707 O. ')

700 0.5

740 0. '_

103 t). 5

8111 0.5

74 t 0.

0327 48.4 23.0 O e leinent s

0326 48.2 23.7 0 elements

0331 50.0 22.0 A11 eleluents

0335 52.0 13.2 AII oleinents

0331 50.4 13.O O e lenient s

0338 51.0 13.4 O e leulent s

033[ 55.2 4.1 AI 1 oleluents

0321 51.3 4.0 O e 1onlont,,i

0323 57.3 1.3 A1 1 t, leulents

0320 53.b 1.4 O e lemet_t s

20.3

19.9

20.3

20.0

20.0

20.4

19.9

IL'_._, 711 044 0.5 .0331 34.0 33. 1 O elenlent s

115.0 744 B73 0.5 ,0320 30.8 31.0 All elements

115 O 742 (_71 0.5 .0333 3b.0 31.7 All eleuleilts

t_8. t_ 707 (_q3 0.5 00341 38.0 18.t ALl elements

08.0 707 093 0.,) .0328 37.7 18.2 All elements

08.0 750 078 0.5 .0328 30.0 19.0 t) elemeut s

22.9 742 O71 0.5 .033b 3b.5 0.3 All elements

Center and outer injector elements capped = b elements

All injector elements open = All elements


